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In the Sept. 17 issue, Paul Cienfuegos’ name was spelled wrong. He
is affiliated with Democracy Unlimited of Humboldt County.
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Program brings music to children’ ears
Academy encourages musical interest, growth in youths
“It is another outlet to further
your interest and meet people from

v

Mm

HSU

students

faculty

and

teach

area

. different schools,” said Heather
Hutton, a private voice teacher and

children to play music.

instructor at the academy.
“The academy opens music
classes to all sorts of people,” said
Sheila Marks, a voice and piano

By Melissa Barlow

instructor. “Some families want to
open doors to young children to
see if their child has an interest in
music.”
The teaching staffat the academy

[UMBERIACK STAFF —SO=~=C~“‘~*S*~*~*~S
Earlier this month, more than
350 students with a love for music
began meeting onceaweek at HSU
to train and study with some of the
finest musicians in Humboldt

are faculty of the HSU department,
advanced music students, qualified
members of the community, and

County.
For the past

14 years,

notable international musicians.
“Notable teachers are musicians

HSU’s

Music Department has sponsored

who have (performed) all over the

the Humboldt Music Academy. A
music educational facility for students ages 2 through 18 was devel-

world and have studied at presti-

oped to encourage the growth of
music in Humboldt County
through a program of individual
and classroom music instruction,
The academy shares the facilities and faculty with the HSU
Music Department. The facilities
include teaching studios, rehearsal
halls and classrooms. All classes
take place on Saturdays from 9
a.m. to4 p.m., and private lessons

may take place during the week at
the convenience of teachers and
students.

gious conservatories and have
fine music careers.” said Carol
Jacobson, director ofthe academy.
The Academy has given the student instructors the opportunity

to practice their teaching skills and
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Annika Satter, 5 years old, and Jonathan Evans, 6, await their turns to play as Grant Hemberger, 4,

concentrates on finger placement in the Beginners Piano Class at the Humboldt Music Academy.
on the background and age of the
The core of the program is priThe structure of the academy is
student.
vate instrumental instruction and
so that every child has the opporThe academy
has given students
classes in Sol-fa, which trains the
tunity to enroll in a program to
at any age an opportunity in findear of the student through sightensure his or her development
ing their interests in certain areas.
singing. All classes are centered
of music.

given them hands-on experience.

“Teaching at the Music Academy has helped me gain a greater
appreciationand amount ofknowledge in teaching students at differ-

ent levels and ages,” said Hutton,
who earned a BA degree in music

at HSU.

See Academy, page 6

New stores offer choices
makinga reality” said Vicki Leung,
an employee of the market.
Located on the first floor of the
Student Business Services Build-

With a new convenience store, refurbished

Giant's Cupboard and on-campus location for Los
Bagels, students’ needs are always met.

ing, it offers those on campus an

By Heather Crosby

“] think it is great that the untversity is reaching out to the local
community and getting more local

New stores are opening up all
over campus.
With the addition of Los Bagels
to the Depot, the new South Campus Marketand the reopened Cup-

businesses involved,” Rael said.

LUMBERJACK STAFF

Los Bagels has been open in the

Depot since the first day of school
and

serves

a condensed

version

of

board students have more choices

its menu. Surveys were conducted
last semester
to determine

on where they spend their dollars.
Los Bagels has received positive

the most popular items, but the
limited menu still fails to satisfy

response

everyone.

from students

since it

added a business location in the
Depot. “I think it’s the best thing
that’s happened to the Depot,” said
Christian Andersen, an art junior.
The idea for Los Bagels’ Depot
location came from a group of five
marketing

students.

They

ap-

proached Dennis Rael, owner of
Los Bagels, who felt there was a
need to increase business from students, and it was determined that
Los Bagels needed to come to the
students.

“The menu requests most often
received are for garlic bagels and

guacamole

spread,”

said Tyler

Vack, an employee of Los Bagels.
Another new store on campus 1s
the South Campus Market. It offers students
the best of both
worlds featuring
many items found
both in the Depot and in the bookstore.

“Lumberjack

‘

Enterprises

alternative to making a trip up to

the Depot for a cup of coffee or to
the Bookstore for school supplies.
Although the store has a central
location, it seems many students,

staff and faculty do not know the
markét exists.
“During the first week of school

the only people who knew about
us were in the building and those

who stumbled upon us by accident. Since then, itseems like busi-

ness has picked up and word is
getting out,”said Leung, a marine
biology sophomore.
South Campus market 1s open
for business 7:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.
weekdays and 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturdays. “Since we are open on

Saturday we receive a lot of business from

visitors and

tourists,”

Leung said.
AYAKO

and

the Bookstore joined together to
make this two-year project-in-the-

See Stores, page 7
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Tanya Schulz, biology senior and regular customer to South Campus

Market, peruses the cookie section in search of a tasty treat.
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-Antishone interview from Sacramento,
~The bill would have prevented
a
|
discrimination.
The term ‘sexual orientation
would have been included — along

i The Dignity forAll Students Act is seen by
some as a way to end discrimination and others
as a primer on homosexuality.

sex. color, and physical and mental disability — as categories ¢the
administration of each school and
campus would ensure were free
onms
na
progra
l ti
from discrimiinal
and activities.
The Dignity for All Students Act
failed by a vote of 40-36 but the
debate still rages On.
“Our group felt that 1t was not a
lmiua
discri
se
wasa
butx
homobill
nation bill. Any sort of discrimina-

“State laws already prohibit ha-

By Abigail Hudson-Crim
LUMBERJACK

with race, ethnicity, religion, age,

rassment and violence against stu-

STAFF

The Dignity for All Students Act,
the bill that would have added
‘sexual orientation’ to the non-dis-

crimination policy of the California Education Code was shot down
by the State Legislature this past
summer.
The opposition saw AB 101,
The Dignity for All Students Act,
as a homosexual issue.
Author assemblywoman Sheila
James Kuehl saw it as a way to get
rid
of the discrimination
in schools

against gay and lesbian students.
In 1989 the United States De-

partment of Health and Human
Services reported a 28 percent rate

oflesbianand gay youths who drop
out of school because of harassment. Lesbian and gay youths were
also found to make up 30 percent
of youth suicides annually.
The current laws do not specifi-

cally protect gay and lesbian students from discrimination.

dents,” said Randy Thomasson,
assistant director of Capitol Resource Institute in a telephone in‘terview from Sacramento.
The Capitol Resource Institute
deals with family issues and lobbied against the bill.
“W hat parents send their children to school, they don’t want
their children being taught that

tion is an impairment to the ability

being gay or lesbian 1s OK,”

In addition, the opposition Was
concerned that the Boy Scouts and
ROTC would be kicked off campuses because of their anti-gay
polices.
Richard said that a California
Constitutional amendment called
the Civic Center Act ensures that

schools are open to all outside pro-

grams, however.
There

was apprehension thatAB

101 would require new text books

or would promote homosexuality
to students.
“As a teacher you can’t Oppose
the idea(ofhomosexuality ) oreven
suggest facts without fear of being
subjected to discipline by school

district authorities,” T honiasson

Thomasson said. “The argument

to learn,” said Brett McFadden,

for protection (of gay and lesbian

legislative advocate for the California Association of School Psychologists.
The opposition felt differently.
“Homosexisua
theli
mostty
dangerous lifestyle in all of America,”

positive light.” The letter was sup-

who opposes the bill, ina telephone

said Art Croney, legislative advo-

ported by Baldwin’s office.

interview from San Diego.

isa

cate from the Committee on Moral
Concerns. “There wouldn’t be

basic and necessary extension of
the education code.

AIDS in America (without homosexuals).”

Advocates of AB 101 disagreed.
“The bill forbids a negative (stereotype), rather than requires a
positive
(in text books),”

student rights) is a red herring.”
“We don’t believe that sexual orientation should be made a civil

right,” said Valerie Brown, consultantforassemblyman Steve Baldwin,

Supporters feel that AB 101

“There is a misrepresentation of

“Itisa preposterous bill. Itwould

the facts,” Jennifer Richard, a consultant for Kuehl said in a tele-

force people to lie (about AIDS

said.
An opinion letter against the bill

stated that “school districts will be

forced to adopt text books and resource materials that place homosexual and bisexual behavior in a

Richard said.

See Bill, page 8

education),” Croney said.

Come and Meet
your

Associated Student Reps.
for the

HSU

College of Arts & Humanities
and Social Sciences

Newman

This Thursday, Sept. 25 from

Community

11 am to 1 pm

Nelson Hall East 113
Welcome Administration, Faculty
and Students!

A Catholic student organization
Catholic Mass

¢ Daily Mass @ 7a.m.

5:30p.m.

Sunday at Lutheran Church
Chaplain: Fr. Louis Coddaire
822-6057

¢ Retreats
¢ Bible Study

¢ Friday night dinners
° Social Activities

cis a
Hall

° Service Projects
s a

In Arcata

St.
16th St.

mm
°

I4th Street

)

THE LUTHERAN
CHURCH
of Arcata
151 B. 16th St.

¢
¢
¢
¢

Study

Area

Counseling
Spiritual Guidance
Tutoring
Camaraderie

7th Street

* Oct. 11 - Fern Canyon Trip

c—

NEWMAN CENTER
700 Union Street
Arcata, California
(707) 822-6057

Dead bodies on campus?

¢ Computers

Natural
Resources

Union Street

=
ima)

* Oct. 31 - Halloween Gathering
* Nov. 7-9 - Student Retreat

Find out where and

.

in Science, page 21.
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the L.K. Wood pedestrian under-

call

the corner of 14th and B Streets. A

d
and warned.
suspect was contacte
¢ 7:52 p.m. — A custodian saw
“reggaein ehis 20s weara ing
amal

to turn down the music.
¢5:58p.m.— Aman— 18 to 23
years-old, 6-feet- 1-inches, between

160 and

170 pounds with short

hair, glasses and dark clothing —

set off the alarm at the Library. He

is suspected of stealing a book.
Sept. 15:
¢9:25a.m.—A

grounds

worker

reported a “Humboldt State University” sign stolen from the corner of L.K. Wood Boulevard and

Harpst Street.
e¢ 1:24p.m.—A

fire was spotted

in the Community Forest behind
Creekview Apartments. Arcata
Fire Department extinguished the
blaze. It was determined to have
been started from a transient’s

camp fire.
° 6:55 p.m. — A man — ap-

proximately 6-feet-2 tall, wearing
a faded blue denim shirt, white
jeans and rubber sandals and car-

received

was determined to actually be out

was received from a pay phone at

coming from the second floor. The
residents were contacted
and asked

UPD

multiple reports by people using

¢ 1:07 p.m. — A prank 911

¢ Midnight — Cypress Hall resi~
dents complained of loud music

—

reported stolen from Madrone Hall
for repairs.

Sept. 14:

¢ 2:00 p.m.

style hat”, green shirt and light
colored pants wandering around
on the second floor of the Health
Center. UPD and APD with K9
units in tow searched the area and
were unable to locate the suspect.

¢ 8:05 p.m, — A man with a
metal detector was seen diggingup
the lawn, perhaps in search of buried treasure, near the Theater Arts

and Arts/Home Economics Buildings. The suspect was also seen
earlier probing the soil with a long
stick or rod. The suspect was gone
on arrival and the grass appeared
to be unharmed.
Sept. 17:
e

12:22

am.

—

Someone

re-

ported pot smokers behind Tan
Oak Hall. Officers searched for the
suspects, whose presence had gone
up in smoke.
¢ 8:23 p.m. — A 9-year-old boy
running away from home was spotted at the corner of L.K. Wood
Boulevard and Plaza Circle. The
young vagabond was taken home
to his mother.
Sept. 18:
e 5:52 a.m. — A transient was

pass of ongoing

harassment

by

transients.
¢ 6:29 p.m. — Someone hit a
vehicle and took off without leaving a note earlier in the day near
the corner of 14th and B Streets.

Sept. 19: |
e 1:15a.m.— Someone

urinated

onacar in front of Toby and Jack’s
on the Plaza. The suspect was
found at the Arcata Hotel and arrested. It is unknown why UPD
was called about the incident.
¢ 1:23 p.m. — A fight between
two men broke outat the corner of
11thand D Streets. APD was called
and took over the case.
¢ 2:59 p.m. — A fire was spotted
in the wood chips on the L.K.
Wood median near Plaza Circle.
AFD extinguished the blaze.
e 7:49 p.m. — A minor was
fourid in possession of alcohol at
Redwood Bowl. The minor was
issued a citation.

ants who had been threatening him.
The youth was taken to Plaza Gnill

and reunited with his parents.
¢ 11:52 p.m. — A Tan Oak Hall
resident

received

strange phone

calls. The responding officer “star
69’ed” the suspects and warned
them about prank calling.

Sept. 20:

from alcohol poisoning was taken

‘Services Building was reported.

3:48 p.m. — Complaints ofloud

reported stolen from a computer

‘ Information
about the incident was

drums off of Granite Avenue were
received. The officer contacted the
makeshift band and asked them to

ing and Student Affairs.

¢ 8:54 a.m. — A man appearing

¢ 9:51 a.m. — A telecommuni-

cations employee received threatening messages via voice mail.

to have heart problems near
Founders Hall was transported to
Mad River Community Hospital .

(800) 655-0522
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absorbent towel made

from a revolutionary
new fiber that is
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than ordinary

bath towels—
soaks up moisture
like a sponge.
Natural color,

Aquis comes

packed in its own
waterproof bag.
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ie

within the past two days.
Sept. 16:

forwarded to Academic Comput-

822-2200

cc)
©
Oo

Hall sometime

ae

known number of juvenile assail-

in Harry Griffith Hall 226. Officers were unable to locate the individual.
¢ 11:16 p.m.— A computer was
lab in Madrone

pantry. Vee

¢ 8:41 p.m. — A juvenile reported being chased by an un-

found asleep ona couch in Forbes
Complex. He was told to leave the
area.
¢ 8:45a.m.— Inappropriate use
of e-mail in the Student Business

rying a blue backpack and white
hat — disrupted a class in session

Located at:

-_—<

¢ Noon — A computer earlier

PHOTOGRAPHY
CLASS STUDENTS

10%

Discount:

on Paper, Chemicals,
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2009
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Academy: Program fosters love o f music in area children
opened up to more people. This
popular program has grown to an
enrollment of more than 350 students per term.

* Continued from page 3
“Having the experience
will help
me to get my teaching credential

Madeline Schatz, a symphony

and itis enjoyable for me,” Hutton

conductor

said.
A financial aid fund has been
established in order to make musical education available to anyone
in Humboldt County, Family financial need and the student’s se-

founded the academy in 1983. Her

riousness of purpose are the only
criteria for the awarding of funds.

With registration broken up into
three 9-week terms, the academy

and

violtn

teacher,

‘dream was to developapreperatory
school that would offer children
the opportunity to study music

range of classes in theory, singing,
and

instrumental.

the

However,

academy was fairly expensive.

When Schatz moved on to an-

other school in 1985, Frank and
Sheila Marks took over the responsibility ofthe academy. The couple
began to offer many more courses
to people. The ideal was to take
five classes, but ifa person wanted
to only take one class and spend
$25 then that option was available.

under the guidance of highly
trained instructors. The academy
started with 35 students during
the first two years because many

the director of the academy.

could not afford it. The program
ran best if students could take a

As the director, “I make sure
that we have a good curriculum,

In 1995, Carol Jacobson became

cood teachers, and the academy is

The Youth Orchestrais the next
level. This is an advanced orches-

meeting the needs of the commu-

nity,” Jacobson said. “I make sure

tra which focuses on reading and

developing orchestral skills.

that things are running smoothly,
that we have all the rooms and
materials we need. I’m the person
with the keys.”
Jacobson is also the conductor
of three orchestras. These orches-

The Chamber Orchestra is the
last level taught by Jacobson, This

is an orchestra for a small group of

tras are for students of different

advanced string players which {o.
cuses on Baroque and contemporary works.

training group to learn ensemble

touched many young

Orchestra. It helps students learn
to develop reading ability and

said.

levels. The Junior Orchestra 1s a

Marks

skills in preparation for the Youth

rhythmic independence.

DENTISTRY

SN

| Mark A. Hise MS-DDS
|

ys

OF THE NORTH COAST

GALLERY

607 F Street Arcata

973HSt. * Arcata * 826-2323
ISSN Is

ISSN

822-7039

“We cater to cowards!”

BONDING
WISDOM TEETH
-NITROUS-GAS
STEREO SOUND
EMERGENCY CARE

SS

Special thanks to:

Many thanks go out to all who volunteered

their time on Saturday, September 20.

next week.

Crisis Pregnancy Center

GLOBAL VILLAGE

LOR ISSSNISSSISSN ISS

Read all about
it in Campus

all services free & confidential

President Alistair McCrone
Vice President Buzz Webb

Your

efforts during this inaugural year produced
great success!

Vice President Alfred Guillaume
5
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A special thanks to the team leaders and to
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United Way of Humboldt County
y
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the groups who were present: HSU Women's

APaN

id

Volleyball, Delta Phi Epsilon, Rho Chi
Epsilon, Delta Sigma Chi, and the Outdoor

Office of the President
Office of the Vice President, Student Affairs
Center for Support of Instructional Technology

Activities Coordinating Board
Lumberjack Enterprises
University Center Staff
CalNorth Cellular
University Graphics

Activity and Community Service theme floor

from Redwood!
Over 300 students, faculty, staff, and business
representatives worked together at over 25

Annie Bolick

Rees Hughes
Marilyn Paik-Nicely

sites in Eureka, Arcata and McKinleyville.

Liz Hunt

We hope to see you out there again next year,
if not sooner!

Nick Steuer
Kristen Behling

Meghan Murply
Mike Moncreif

Mike Wilcoxen

S,

S. UW,

Day

Wasa

Suaccosal
ere

has

people’s lives,

scams exposed!

FREE pregnancy testing

* Clothes « Jewelry

academy

Scholarship

Be Pregnant?

ISSN

Ap

Wl: Pu
ee 2
i

* Beads

the

“Tt’s a life enhancing thing.” she

Think You Might

Textiles

said
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Stores ——
* Continued from page 3
Another store on campus
recently available for use is the

Giant’s Cupboard located on the
first floor of the Jolly Giant Commons. The completely student-run
store reopened on Sept. 12 and is

now three times its original size.
This year the Cupboard opens

one hour earlier on the weekdays
at 3 p.m. and is open until mid-

night.

On

weekends

it 1s open

WE PLAY EXCITING:
HIGH STAKES INDIAN BINGO
EVERY WEDNESDAY - SUNDAY

10:30 a.m. to midnight.

The Cupboard offers products
from 15 local businesses, includ-

BIG $$$ PROGRESSIVE BINGO
SPECIAL GAMES PLAYED TOO

ing baked goods from Los Bagels.
They also have an improved drink

eS
alact
churros and
hot pretzels,
selection,

CARDROOM FUN EVERY DAY!

a frozen Coke “slurpee” machine.
“But we still lack the full inventory

and permanent
which

should

SPECIAL & NO-LIMIT TOURNEYS
JACKPOT "21," OMAHA,
TEXAS HOLD'EM, HI/LO & OTHERS

display racks,
arrive

within

a

Campus stores, students are sure to

encounter dilemmas with not only
their money,

souTu on)
coeniC

is
Y TRINIDAD
EXIT

DRIVE

HUNGRY?
DELI DINER OPENS DAILY @ 11 AM

With a greater selection of on-

to spend

TRINIDAD
1 MILE

“NailCare

VIDEO SLOTS/POKER:
BIG PROGESSIVE JACKPOTS
NICKELS TO DOLLAR MACHINES

month,” said Elizabeth Mason, a
mathematics senior, who also
works at the Cupboard.

how

CE) NT

WIN CARS, CASH & PRIZES

ARCATA

‘For the total you”

OPEN:

but

7 DAYS -Wed. 11 a.m. (24 hours) - Sun. 2 a.m.

where they spend it.

Need areason

+ Above|

A Ditto ye

ATM sti K-12)
ARCATA, CA

PAY
yt 1-1)
ARCATA, CA

822-1384

826-1959

to talkto
your parents?
Let‘em know that Parents’

Weekend is coming up.A
weekendto remember

SETA

een aT Gs

for parents and students.

Sample schedule of events:
Fri. Oct. 10
Golf Classic at Baywood Golf |
and Country Club
Festival onthe Quad
Department Open Houses and
Classroom Visits
Campus Tours

Welcome Dinners

Sat. Oct. 11
Lumberjack Lecture Series
*Navigating the Webby Dr.
Peter Kenyon
*From Humboldt State Normal
School to Humboldt State
University
by Dr. William Tanner

Lucky Logger Barbecue on

the Quad
Lumberjack Football: HSU vs.
Western Washington University
Showcase Concert “Humboldt

Style”

Sun. Oct. 12
Lumberjack Brunch

Advance reservations for most

events required. Super hotel
discounts for parents registering
for Parents’ Weekend package
deals. Additional Parents’ Weekend
information at 826-5959.

Invitationsto Humboldt Parents are in the mail. Students receiving invitations
addressed to their parents are asked to forward invitations or contact
University Relations (130 Siemens Hall or call 826-5129) with mailing address.

PLEASURE
CENTER
Under New Management
Private, Professional Body Piercing
by John Lopez
Available ict -Saturday 3-8 p.m.
Sterile Conditions and Techniques
All Piercings: $25
Students with ID: $20
Earlobes: $10
Large selection of jewelry available, including
Gauntlet, Lucky and Penumbra,

“We also do special orders”
Vahey

Open 7 days:

Monday-Thursda

VAIRORSMESTICED) Fidoy-Saturday.y:12
Arcata

_

Sunday. 12-5

Visit our web site at http://www.sexual center.com/

8
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Bill: Supporters se ek to end discrimination

HOUR
Arcana T PHOTO

» Continued from page 4
“The bill did not require districts to change textbooks or teach
certain types of curriculunrer promote homosexuality,” McFadden
said.
Individual schools and districts
can adopt the language on their

¢ Fast Friendly Service
Al Quality

Students Welcome

own.
The Union City School District
in the Bay Area has included

Darkroom Supplies and Accessories

B&W and Color Printing on Premises

lorientation” In its anti-discrimination | yolicy for the third
year.
‘ Theschool considers itself“very
“sexua

openand accepting” compared to
the neighboring Fremont School

said Jana Filich, co-cha
of ir
HSU",

Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Student
Association (GLBSA)., “Tt js very

cHNHINAREREIRS

COLLEGE

ARE

esti
_ pS

HOW

TO

SURVIVE

Glliance
Present

HSU!

Oct.

Perigot

Park,

4th

¢ all

¢21

Back to School

on!

five

&

local

| eaetf
ee

-F ..

illiance

over

Night

ra ; (Yr

SAL

Blue Lake

$10 advance, $12 at door includes music
tickets at: all local breweries, The Works,

Redwood

if a

noon - 6 pm

downtown

breweries
¢ a benefit for

!

Train

and
The

¢ traditional
Octoberfest
* for info:
822-7884
* dance to:

Wm

brews
Metro

foods

fircher &

fhe Cuivers

* MASTERCARD

SUP

« CUSTOM

cerns.
“Rather than turn it into a two
floor and make a statement
McFadden said.
Supporters are hopeful for the
next Opportunity to. reintroduce
the bill in 1999,
“The Education Committee
came out in strong support.”
McFadden said.
Over 500 gay and lesbian youths

wa

districts.

Supporters

point out that under the sectionsof
the Education Code the bill would

have changed, no punitive damages can be awarded.
.
The

1996

landmark

case of

Nabozny vs. Podlesny against the
Ashland School District in Oregon,
was the first federal lawsuit to chal-

lengea school’s failure to stop anugay abuse. Jamie

* DISCOVER

65 iesat
NORTHTOWN
PLY
MATERIALS

philosophical and religious con-

for school

Sturdy table with an
adjustable 31"x 42” top
in black or white.
reg. 179.99
NOW 134.99

ART

A lot of the opposition was over

One concern about the bill was
that it would cause more lawsuits

TECH TABLE

earn

Many Democrats were elected
and voted
to seats inclose election
s
didn’t vote atall,
conservatiorvely

inhigh schoolat press conferences
for AB 101.

NOW °4.99

822°2942 Gay

Assembly but

Many gay and lesbian youths
spoke out against the harassment
and discrimination they received

we have the fix you need.
11 02. reg. $8.18

15TH & G

State

passing of the bill.

Clear, matte, glossie, low-odor...

* VISA

1994-95

came to the state capital to supper

KRYLON SPRAY FIXATIVES

accept

in hig

year billit was better
to putiton the

Through September 30

We

out

tions. There were a lot of new assembly members who were scared

Sat:

Campus Ministry Associate at 822-5117

+

come

about not getting re-elected.”

For more information call Carl Stenzel

ta
“

to

the bill to passin the coming year,”
Richard said. “It depends on elee-

at the Lutheran Church of Arcata

coy

people

didn’t pass the Education Committee. Kuehl revised the language
and reintroduced the bill in 1997.
“Each year it is more likely for

Forestry
MONDAY, SEPT. 29 at 5:30 PM

z

like an attitude,”

where you feel supported,”
“The bill would make it less socialy acceptablefor people to carry
such an attitude. It is a lot harder

the

PhD. Lecturer in

151 East 16th St.
(suggested donation $2)
-Seekers and Christians of all
backgrounds are welcome |

ment, it’s more

meh | ei incollege,” fF Sabet
The bill was first introduced in

Records
Boldenow

“It’s not so much overt harass.

for

A special supper presentation
with guest speakers:
- Dennis Geyer, HSU Admissions &
- Ron

me anymore.”

Important to be in an environment

CRA

|| LUTHERAN

used to itso it doesn’t really bother

“We feel people concentrate too
much on the issue.” said Alex

§26-1971

ARCATA

view from Union City, “| hear
people say stuffall the time but I'm

District that met with opposition
when it tried to add the terms
“sexual orientation” to its anti-discrimination policy.

© 10% Student Discount

34 Sunny Brae Center

‘Turner, a senior at James |
.Ogan
High and president
ofits Raj nbow
Pride Club, in a telephone inter.

Nabozny was

physically beaten and constantly

eA

harassed by schoolmates for being
gay. He was awarded nearly $1
million in a settlement.
“We were unable to garner any

FRAMING

rational basis for permitting one
student to assault another based
onthe victim’s sexual orientation, |

the court ruled.

|
EVERY
DA
| The Plaza, Arcata = McKinl
eyville Shopping certar
e
e

Advertise

your business

The Lumberjack
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Arcata joins flight station lawsuit
Duncan and Riggs met with the

A temporary injunction has postponed the

Trinidad

Arcata/Eureka

automation of the Arcata/Eureka airport, giving the
county time to prepare its case against the FAA.

FAA

:

Municipal Airport;

J.

McKinleyville

By Nora Whitworth
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Humboldt County is putting its
foot down on the Federal Aviation
Admunistration’s attempt to automate the flight service station at the

Arcata/Eureka Airport, located in
McKinleyville.

Small flight stations around the
country are being switched to an
automated system because the
FAA is being downsized, Mike

Donohue, press secretary for Rep.
Frank Riggs (R-Windsor) said ina
telephone interview from Washington, D.C.

The automated system sends a
radio beam directly above the air-

portto check the weather, said Wes

Reed, CEO of the Eureka Chamber of Commerce. Every hour the
computer will send its findings to
Oakland’s air traffic control, which

i

255)

Eur
JON MOONEY

will be flying in here — private or

Humboldt County’s sudden
weather changes reveals a fault ofa
computer system that does not
check the weather around the air-

commercial,” Reed said.

Also, the computer equipment
at the Arcata/Eureka station is not
plugged into a generatorin the case
of a power outage.

Reed said. The injunction allows
Humboldt County time to present
its case against an automated flight
service station.
Eureka and Arcata have joined

port, only above it, Reed said.

“If the power goes out, no one

A judge in the 9th Circuit Court
of Appeals has passed a temporary
injunction to postpone the completion ofautomating the flight tower,

D.C.

last

month, and they worked out an
agreement to have a one man observer, Donohue said.
Riggs also introduced legislation
to prohibit the switchover
of flight
stations close to the coast to auto-

mated systems.

Arcata

will then direct pilots to either fly
into Arcata or postpone their flight.
“(But,) the weather can change
in a period of 10 or 15 minutes,”
Connie Stewart, Arcata City Council member said.

5

in Washington,

/ GRAPHICS EDITOR

Humboldt County in a lawsuit
against the FAA. The San Francisco

law

firm

of Washburn,

Briscoe and McCarthy has been
hired to represent Humboldt
County, Arcata and Eureka.
Riggs brought in Rep. Jamie
DuncanJr. of Tennessee, the chair-

man of the Transportation Committee which has jurisdiction over
the FAA, Donohue said.

Under normal conditions the
tower 1s staffed 24 hours a day with
seven full-time employees.
The station had been phased down to two
employees. However, since. the

injunction has been passed, more

employees have been brought in
from San Francisco.

Two

airlines, United Express

and Horizon Air, have stated thatif
the new system increases delays, it

will not be financially productive
for the airlines to serve the area.
Reed said without an airline in

Humboldt County, Federal Express and UPS

no longer will be

able to offer overnight shipping to
the area.

Swatted

Bug Press fined for dumping chemicals

By Jennifer Kho
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Silver is mined for profit, but in
California some businesses must
pay to get rid of it.
Bug Press, a printing press
owned by Arcata Mayor Jim Test,

is currently paying a $2,000 settlement with the state Department of
Toxic Substances Control for
dumping chemicals containing sil-

ver. The $2,000 covers the $1,200
for administrative costs to the state
and $800 for the fine.

Silver has been considered a
hazardous waste in California for

several years, which means it 1s

CASSIDY / CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER
Bruce Ryan of Ryan Construction works on Wildberries’ new patio, scheduled to open this week.

Co-op, Wildberries expand facilities

i The Arcata Co-op will add 6,000 square feet
while Wildberries Marketplace is adding an
outside dining patio on its building’s west side.
By Barbara Cousins
LUMBERJACK STAFF

businesses,
Arcata’
Two
Wildberries Marketplace and the
North Coast Co-op, are expanding

to

meet

changing

customer

needs.
The Co-op, located at 8th and I
streets, is undergoing a $2 million
dollar face-lift and Wildberries is
putting in a new outdoor dining
area.

The Arcata Co-op is expanding
its premises to improve the safety
ofemployees and patrons by bringing the building up to city code.
and to increase the services available to customers.
“We've outgrown the area we're
in. It’s unsafe in a lot of our work

areas,”

said

Project

Director

Helene Rouvier. “We would like
to increase services for our customers. It is our goal to serve the
needs of the members.”

The Co-op will expand its retail
space from about 7,000 square feet

to 13,000 square feet. Other adloadthes
nt
moving
me
include
just
ing dock from the front ofthe store

to the back, re-landscaping the
parking lot, expanding the warehouse
energy
will be
ing will

and providing new, more
efficient systems. Registers
added and additional seatbe available for.both inside

and outside dining.
Inside the store, customers will

be able to enjoy a new food demo
area for sampling products and a
frozen food section. The lrealth
See Expansion, page 14

illegal to dump silver in the sewers.

Instead, the precious metal must

to dump the chemicals into the
sewers,” Test said.
The competitor, whose name
would not be released by Test,
then called the DTSC
Bug Press.

to report

Bug Press has already paid
$1,000 this month and will pay the
other $1,000 next month.
The original terms of the settlement required Bug Press to pay a
total of $7,000. However, to learn
more about how to stay within state

regulations, Bug Press is sending
an employee to compliance school.

This action resulted in a $5,000

discount of the penalty.
DTSC representative

Luz

Castillo said the fines for dumping
hazardous wastes are determined

be brought to a state-certified re-

on a case-by-case basis with many

cycling plant.
“If you look at the actual penon
that (DTSC)
alty, itis an indicati

factors taken into account. “The

didn’t have grave concerns about
what we were doing,” Test said.
“They just want to be sure people

compliance option is always discussed,” she added.
Test said he didn’t know the law
for dumping processor chemicals
had changed. “Bug Press has been

are complying with the law.”

more than 20 years,”
ess
in businfor
he said, “and for most of:

could not determine if there had
been any damage because “the
amounts that we actually put into
notdbe detectable.”
the drain woul

those...years 1t was not illegal for

According to Test, the DTSC

Bug Press’ improper disposal of
photo chemicals was reported by
another printer. Test said a competing print shop, which used to
be on good terms with Bug Press,
called Test to ask what Bug Press

people to dump in the sewers.”
“In our case we just missed the

switch over,” Test said. “The state

had some local workshops teaching businesses whatis supposed to
happen. We missed hearing about
them for some reason or another.”
But Castillo said there are many
ways for businesses to find out

did with its chemicals. “I told them

that as far as I knew it was still okay

See Bug Press, page 11
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Crowds enjoy Y od arts, crafts

Ss

a

ERIN CASSIDY / CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

A kinetic sculpture from last summer’s kinetic sculpture race makes a reappearance at Sunday’s All-Species Parade
at the North Country Fair on the Plaza. The two-day event also featured a samba parade, food, arts and crafts.
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Briceland resident Sunshine Tresidder performs a belly
dance at the North Country Fair on Saturday.
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Specials

Poly Tarp

Includes durable hard plastic tool »

Those of you who have been

box, stuffed with KR Tools: Ham-

through a Humboldt winter know

mer, tape measure, phillips screw-

how valuable a good tarp can be.
If you're planning on leaving
anything outside this is a must

driver, regular screwdriver, pliers,

have item. 8X10, waterproof and
mildew resistant.

Stanley

Storage Hooks

Redi-Shelf

Make room where room is
needed. Rubber coated storage
hooks. Excellent for hanging

Shelving

bikes and tools. 4 styles to

choose from.

Make some room for your books
and supplies with this excellent
shelving. It’s quick, easy and clean.

20% Off

Show your HSU Student Body Card for a disc
ount on non-sale items!

rarael
Lumber

Plumbing

Power Tools
ies i
Landscaping Materials

a

a

Se

8’-S5.99
12’-S8.99

vouing |

MILLY

HE

|
.

Decking

ieee
|
Windows |

STUCK ON 101 BETWEEN ARCATA AND EUREKA
OPEN

7 DAYS

A WEEK,

Ss

——

826-9860

SSS
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Saee

paceiiie a

Lighting |
ae
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Bug Press: Business fined for dumping chemicals
* Continued from page 9

companies are disposing the silver
properly, Test said.
If any of the recycling companies are found to be disposing of
hazardous wastes improperly, federal and state governments have
reserved the right to penalize the
companies who originally gave
them the wastes.
Test disagreed with this procedure. “Ifthe state is controlling the

about the regulations.
They can request information
by telephone from the DTSC, or

order copies of relevant sections of
the Health and Safety code.
In Humboldt

County,

busi-

nesses can contact the Humboldt
County Environmental Health
Division with questions, as well.
Test said he is a supporter of
environmental law even though it

system,

they

ought

to guarantee

year to have the processor chemicals hauled to a recycling plant.

that those people are disposing of
it properly.”
Jim Crook, owner of Northcoast

But Test had another concern.

Environmental Construction, said

cost Bug Press about $2,000 last

Even though the recycling companies Bug Press uses are state cer-

companies like his that dispose of
hazardous wastes are regularly su-

tified, there is no guarantee the

pervised by the Humboldt County

Environmental Health Division.
He recommended that customers of toxic waste disposers ask for

the state license numberanda

copy

of their license.

Paperwork is another way to be
sure the wastes are disposed of
properly. There is a form that is
supposed to be filled out every time

a company picks up or disposes of
any toxic materials. ‘These forms
also require the signature from the
company who originally gave them
the materials to be disposed.
“There are regular check-ups,”
Crook said. “The state has traces
on everything we do.”
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PROGRESSIVE BEER
SPECIALS FOR POOL PLAYERS
7-8 P.M. ALL BOTTLED
BEER & WINE $1

SUNNY BRAE
LAUNDERETTE
Sunny Brae
Shopping Center

e THURSTY THURSDAY
i
$1 PINTS FOR POOL PLAYERS §

OPEN DAILY

7 P.M.TO CLOSE

WASH

e SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER

:

ALL PITCHERS $5 FOR POOL

DIUDDJIO YsolJ

OW Serving sus i at

PLAYERS - 7 P.M. TO CLOSE

I THE ONLY PLACE TO SHOOT”
a

(443-9861
oo!

i

cs eh

2811 F STREET (IN FRIENDLY HENDERSON CENTER) « EUREKA

RA PHYSICAL THERAPY
for all movement problems

¢ Exercise Instruction and Modification
¢ Pre and Post Surgical Rehabilitation
e Biofeed/EMG Posture and Body Mechanics
Training * Back and Neck Injury
Schools * Pool/Aquatic Therapy
¢ Work Conditioning » Home Health
e Pain Control Modalities
¢ Independent Exercise Programs
.¢ Exercise/Injury Consultation
¢ Sports Medicine

Lg,
ST utoks Art & Crt
"Wh
*

nN

ept

Self-Help, Healing & Renewal Books

EXCELLENCE

| 2-6 Tuesday-Friday
& 12-3 Saturday

IN PHYSICAL

THERAPY

HealthSPORT Physical Therapy
300 Community Way * Arcata
707-822-1797

1136 Third Street, Eureka, CA
(707) 441-1506
Darline Thompson, Owner
son House Books. Art & Gifts
Thomp
ly
former

OPEN: MON. THRU FRI. 9:00 TO 6:00
SUN. 10:00 TO| 4:00 CLOSED ; SATURDAYS

BE INDEPENDENTLY
HEALTHY

1O21"" ST * ARCATA * 826-7604

Open

“Free Lifetime Adjustments”

615 5TH ST. e EUREKA © 442-2989
21 AND OVER PLEASE!

jSPOIOS 2? BONPOIA

the

Depof!

SANOS

Fresh local noodles * Take out

tant

HANDMADEINUSA

e WACKY WEDNESDAY

eee

BN

s

2 CAN SHOOT FOR PRICE
OF ONE - 7 P.M. TO CLOSE

(Next to Hunan Village)

$1.25

oe

= HENDERSON CENTER —
BICYCLES |

e TWOFER TUESDAY
PES

4s

ARCATA

[ICHABOD’S BILLIARDS
le embed
PNG)
os a

a

on the Plaza, Arcata

@

826-9577|
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Neal R. Winnacott,
¢ Medicine

e Vaccinations

¢ Surgery
¢ Dentistry
¢ Baths/Dips

¢ Spay/Neuter
e Supplies
¢ Boarding

VACCINATION CLINICS EVERY SATURDAY 12 TO 1 PM
839-9414
1781 Central Ave. McKinleyville

(For HSU students, faculty & alumni)

TRADITIONAL-STYLE

TOFU

Fresh

@

Baked

@ Smoked

™ Issue: City residents spent more than an hour
asking the City Council not to implement the 7th
revision of a contract with the Arcata Recycling
Center that was approved 3-1 at the last council

“You've come up with a very

complicated
plan
that’s
designed to confuse ... The
legality of the closed sessions

meeting.

Much of the audience expressed anger that
other waste management companies did not

needs to be addressed.”

DIANE JENKINS

Arcata resident, addressing the council about
the contract with the Arcata Community
Recycling Center .
the council that his staff has spent 330 hours
overtime fielding questions from residents about provided by the Humboldt Visitors and
Convention Bureau expressing its commitment
the new curbside program. He suggested more
to representing all of Humboldt County, not
education to residents to raise the 30 percent
just Eureka.
pickup rate and to reduce the amount of solid
@ Issue: A fee waiver was approved
waste being dumped in recycling bins. He also
mentioned that Arcata Garbage can provide all unanimously for the use of the Community
of the recycling services for Arcata without
Center for an Arcata Food Endeavor event.
having to send plastics to McKinleyville.
@ Issue: The recommendation by the Parks
Wendy Trout of Arcata said, “This contract
and Recreation Commission regarding the
should not be in consideration at all until all
creation of another sports-field was tabled
potential providers have been give an
for the next meeting. The commission
opportunity to submit proposals.”
recommended trading two park lands for
council.
The owner of Arcata Garbage reported to

another site.

plan that’s designed to confuse,” Arcata
@ Issue: Contri Construction was awarded the
resident Diane Jenkins said. “The legality of the bid to repair the Janes Road Sewer Bypass
closed sessions needs to be addressed.”
for the price of $174,236.

Vote: 3-] to approve the contract, with Jennifer

Available in fine restaurants,
delis and markets
tnroughout Humboldt.
inne

Memorable auote of the CVEMING:

Business

“You've come up with a very complicated

Re iy

ws

Sept. 17 meeting

have a chance to submit a proposal to the

Bring in this ad for 50% off your first office visit!

@

Arcata City Council

aa eS

D.V.M.

“| Full Service Small Animal Hospital

SLE

REDWOOD ANIMAL
HOSPITAL

Hanan dissenting.
@ Issue: The Citizens Option for Public Safety
Funding (COPS Grant) — The council:
unanimously approved the Police Chief's
recommendations for the $37,000 state grant

Noter & Stuff
@ September was declared “Schools open —

Drive Carefully” monthby the council.
@ Sept. 20 was designated as “Coastal
Clean-Up Day.”
-™@ October was proclaimed as “Buy Local
Arcata received to update the computers and
Emergency Communications Center of the Police Month.”

es

Department.

— Nora Whitworth
Lumberjack staff

@ Issue: A report was given on the services

How to contact council members:
Locally made

with organic

TOFU SHOP

ingredients

by

Specialty Foods, Inc.

Phone/Fax 707-222-7401
Arcata, California
Sc

ee

=
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Connie Stewart
269-0392

Jason Kirkpatrick
441-9976

Miner lin Test
441-9846
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e
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enness
Open ... Every Day
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,
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Phone: (707) 826-7543
Ta Mie Coe meme

att

/ DESIGN CONSULTANT

aybreak

768 18th St. ¢ Arcata
. (Northtown between G & H)

Caké

Stuffed Tofu Turkeys
Choice of Dressing & Sizes
We Will Ship * Credit Card & Fax
Orders Accepted
Facilities Available for Private Parties
or Catered Events

Private Dinner Parties for up to 45 peo
ple « Custom Menus Available

Fax: (707) 825-7480
e-mail:
daybreak @humboldt1.com
@ Organic Espresso &
Local Foods
® Vegan & Vegetarian Meals
® Catering and Take Out
@

Fresh Juices & Smoothees
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can also look forward to a garden

and floral center, animproved bulk

food section with new bins and a

customer/member service counter
in the front of the store.

The Co-op has been planning
the construction for about two
years. The actual construction 1s
slated to begin either this fall or

early next spring. It 1s planned to
be finished within 180 days of its
start.
The Co-op will remain open for
regular business hours while the

project is going on. “Most of the
workis behind the scenes.

We hope

asle
possib
to keep itas low-impact

for customers

employees,”

and

Rouvier said.
Rouvier said the biggest incon-

venience

for patrons

should

be

parking constraints during the relandscaping.

Marketplace,

cated at 11th and G streets, is alia
expanding. A $25,000 project to ’

implement a new outside dining
patio is slated to be finished this
week.
The new patio, overlooking
§
Humb
Bay, ol
willacc
dt
ommodate

50 people. The project is in sup-

port of “the overwhelming demand
we have for additional seating,”
said Wildberries
Richord. “We are
tional seating so our
enjoy foods from
Wild Platter Cafe
bar.”
Wildberries also

owner Phil
offering addicustomers
can
Ramones. our
and our juice
|
plans to relo-

cate its juice bar to the front of the
store

to better accommodate

position in the market place and
adding services
Richord said.
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Rastapiece Theater
Steel Pulse’s concerts have a theatrical element
By Peter Sciacca

“It?s a throwback to where the band started from dealing
with issues close to our heart,” he said. “We like to think
we’ve captured the old vibe wilh new technology.”

SCENE EDITOR

Reggae veteran Steel Pulse cordially invites Humboldt
County residents to a night of theater at Benbow Lake.

“We like to get animated and create a theatrical experience at our shows,” said Selwyn “Bumbo”
Pulse’s keyboardist and

background

Brown, Steel

vocalist in a phoné

interview from Chicago, Il. “It’s a combination ofa sound
and visual experience. We always make sure each one of us
has a visual and musical role.

Aside from including tracks done with Spearhead and
Diana King, a cover of Van Morrison’s “Brown Eyed Gul”
is on the CD.
“We wanted to cover a song that we’d feel comfortable

performing in a way that people
haven’t heard it before,” Brown
said. “Our version is a light,

“We like to give people something memorable.”

Brown, one of Steel Pulse’s founders,

met the other original members of the
band while attending high school in
England.
“We were

schoolmates

and

there were no ego trips be-

Van Morrison’s version and normally wouldn't be into our
music.”
Brown said “Rage and Fury” was his favorite CD to
record since 1982’s “True Democracy.”
“We had a lot of problems with “Prue Democracy’ but it

came out very nice and is one of our most popular albums,’
he said.
Steel Pulse has received grammy nominations for its
“Victims” (1991) and “Rastafarian Centennial” (1992) releases.
At the request of Bill Clinton, the band performed at his
inaugural ceremony in 1993.

This marked the first time a reggae band performed at the
ceremony.
Aside from meeting and working with Bob Marley, Brown

said performing in Africa and the United States for the first
time are also highlights of his career.
der who was one of our idols growing up,” he said.
“Stepping on African soil was a deeply spiritual experi-

howto play musicat the same
_time,” he said. “We wanted

a band

“We wanted it to be for people who grew up listening to

“When we first came to the states we met Stevie Won-

cause, we all were learning

to make

commercial type of thing.

ence.”
Brown said playing in Humboldt County is like going

that ad-

dressed social issues and en-

on a vacation.

tertained people at the same

“The area attracts nice crowds and has a vacation vibe

time.”

to it,” he said. “The scenery is gorgeous.”
Opening for Steel Pulse is the Reggae Cowboys

Early reggae music helped
to shape Steel Pulse’s sound.

from Toronto, Canada.
Inspired by African Americans who settled into

“We listened toa lot of the

positive messages in early

the old west during

reggae music,” Brown said.
However, Brown’s list of
influences extends beyond
reggae.
“Musicians that have been
influential to me include Bob
Marley and the Wailers,
Burning
Spear,
Third
World, Gladiators, Stevie
Wonder,
the Beatles, Marvin
Gaye, War and the Isley
Brothers,” he said. “Most of

the 1800s,

the five piece

band’s music is a unique mixture of rock, reggae,
blues and country.

“We still believe in what
we are saying and
doing— that’s been
a constant through
our career.”
SELWYN

these people shaped my
views while I was growing

BROWN

keyboardist, singer

up.”

Brown

credited

many

Concert

things to Steel Pulse’s 19year longevity.
“Part of itis we started the
band with the aim of creating

something

that

Information
When:

Friday, 8 p.m.

wasn’t

Where:
Benbow Lake
State Park

just a flash in the pan,” he
said. “Westill believe in what
we are saying and doing —
that’s been a constant
through our career. We al-

Ticket Prices: $22
advance, $24 at the

ways try to create something

gate

original.
“A large fan base and our
_ determination has also

helped.”
Brown said “Rage and
Fury,” Steel Pulse’s CD that
came out late last month, 1s a
throwback to the band’s earlier works.

PHOTO COURTESY OF

MESA/BLUE MOON RECORDINGS

and Diana King.
Steel Pulse’s latest release, “Rage and Fury,” includes guest appearances by musicians Burning Spear

There is also a cover of Van Morrison’s “Brown Eyed Girl.”
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PHOTO COURTESY OF BLIND PIG

Tommy Castro’s contemporary style combines blues, rock and soul.

Guitarist stats
set ‘up-tempo’
music from the ’60s out of Stax

By Peter Sciacca

Studios in Memphis,” he said.

SCENE EDITOR

B.B.

With a touring schedule that includes more than 300 shows a year
guitarist/singer Tommy

PHOTO COURTESY OF VERVE
Joe Louis Walker spent 10 years performing with a gospel group.

itar, piano, drums, bass and vocals.

tyle blues

Walker fuses many
blues styles in his
‘real blues’ music

| mful caught the attention ofa nationwide audience, thanks

By David Perry

yle of blues. This was a sharp contrast to the popular blues

LUMBERJACK STAFF

ured harsh, screaming guitar riffs. Legendary jazz band

-e referred to Roomful as “the hottest blues band I’ve ever
ave been especially successful ones for the band. The early
angesin the band, including the additions of guitarist Chris

See Roomful, page 19

Mostpeople conjure upvisions
of despair when thinking about
the blues. That is not the case for
Joe Louis Walker.
bluesman

“For me it’s not about singing
those going-down-the-river-toshoot-my-baby songs,” Walker
stated in a press release. “Someone else can do that.”

Walker — one of the headliners
at Saturday’s Blues By the Bay
festival in Eureka — approaches

his music with a gospel-like flair.
This is no surprise because he
spent 10 years with a gospel band
called Spiritual Corinthians.
In 1985 Walker’s stint with the
Corinthians ended. and he re-

kindled his relationship with the

blues.
“A lotof people think I started
playing the blues in the mid’80s but I was gigging in the
°60s,” Walker said. “I was living

the blues lifestyle during a time

when everything was excessive.

Let’s just say I almost died.
“] had to find another way to

live. That’s when I immersed
myself in gospel music.” .

Walker believes gospel music
has played a significant role in
his blues playing.
“During my gospel music

days I learned that playing from

the heart gives the music its pu-

rity,” he said. “When I was ready

See Walker, page 19

Castro

brings new meaning to the phrase
“aid his dues playing the blues.”
“The reason for such an intensive touring schedule is we are trying to make a name for ourselves
and pay rent,” Castro said in a
phone interview from San Francisco. “I like seeing new places and
experiencing the character of different regions.”
Castro described his band’s
music as contemporary blues.
“It takes and mixes elements of
roots rock and roll, classic blues
and soul,” he said.

Castro’s interest in blues guitar

was sparked at an early age by his
older brother who played in a top
40 band.

“I started playing when I was

10,” he said. “Listening to a lot of
things that my brother got into
helped to shape my taste.
“Blues based music always in-

King, who

turned

72 on

Sept. 16, has been Castro’s greatest inspiration.
“The amount of tastes and emo-

tion in his playing 1s rare,” Castro
said. “He plays sweetly, melodically and powerfully.
“That big, fat voice ofhis is wonderful.”
Castro said his band likes to start
its shows with a bang.
“We like to wake people up with

stuff that is up-tempo and 1n-yourface when we first come out,” he
said. “We want it to be a festive

atmosphere where everyone can
let loose.”
Unlike many blues musicians
who douse their lyrics in despair

and whiskey, Castro tries to convey an inspirational message.
“Most of my songs are about
people who run into hard luck but
are able to pick themselves up
again,” he said. “I also write about

relationships with people — espe-

cially women.”
Castro said he seeks distractions
when in a creative rut.

spired me — stufflike Cream, Led
Zeppelin, Rolling Stones, Taj
Mahal, Muddy Waters and Willie

“I try to take my mind off of it
and the music will just pop up,” he

Dixon.”
Castro, who grew up in San Jose,

said. “It comes to you in time. The

important thing is not to trip out.”

latin music by latino friends in his
neighborhood.

“Can’t Keep A Good Man Down,”

was exposed to plenty of soul and

Castro described his latest CD,

Greasy stuff rubbed off on a

as hard hitting. It was cut at Coast
Recorders in San Francisco and

“I loved the greasy, deep soul

See Castro, page 20

young Tommy Castro as well.
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aa
that song, “allright, already” 1s re-

4 Fat”

peated until everyoneis thoroughly

Fat

annoyed. This album will be lost
to the depths of the CD pile almost
immediately.
— Noah Bulwa

DVS8 Records

Take 311. add in a little Faith
No More. then throw away most of
their talent and you'll end up with
the unoriginal sound of Fat.
Fat’s new self-titled album uses
hip-hop beats to support boring

“Flyin’ Traps”
Various Artists
Hollywood Records

guitar riffs and bad lyrics. Switch-

ing back and forth between singing

and rapping, lead singer A.D. pro-

vides vocals that are not going to

win the group many fans.

Only a few of the 12 tracks de-

serve

to be

played

all the way

through. Hearing a nasal voice

i

:

Mae

YAZZ

THE

Lewitt?

Ti

CDS

METRO

mind being mediocre.

There are a few melodies worth
listening to, but they are ruined by
songs like “Allright, already.” In

ENTERARIS

Arh

Ca

fails to pro-

duce it.

“Flyin’ Traps,” a hodge-podge
s,
of |4artists/ 14 instrumentalfails
terity. The CD is a sterile expres-

Redundant

and

Kartik

The

Ea

yy Md Ce

Saturday, October 18
Kate Buchanan Room, 8pm

ey

SLM

wT
PVC CFT
rhythms combined with
passionate poetic imagery—
performed on over thirty

Oe

BSCS
tur tt

YRC

pianists of his generation...

Be ae
ey (tetae

ea Led Ud

eT Tae)

$10 Students & Seniors

A star disciple of Ravi Shankar.
mee
OMe eMC
Tree

trash heap into an odd collectable
for any Jane’s Addiction fan.
Despite Perkins’ contribution,
however,

Hollywood

Records

handed out a pile of crap.
— Ian Colvert —

lone curiosity of “Flyin’

Friday, October 3
aT Cae Cee Mar LL)

SRR

but none the less, his appearance
alone turns an album due for the

these songs explore cliches and
creative introversion the same way
as pimply-faced kids idolize aging
rock stars that refuse to cut their
hair.

Sunday, October 26
Van Duzer Theatre, 8pm
SA Cir)
$13 Students & Seniors

Sey

ries his tune “Monkey in Brazil,”

repetitious,

Inti-Illimant

ITS Ue

Traps” is a remarkable ditty performed by a peculiar Stephen
Perkins (formerly of Jane’s Addiction fame). Perhaps Perkins mystique in modern music myth car-

miserably asa collective work. Fach

Lyrics like “all the writing on the

better if the lyrics were deleted.

Oe

“Flyin’ Traps”

sion like a training film shown to
adolescent girls on how to deal
with menstruation.

The album would sound much

Christopher

CD,

track is more of an expose in dex-

wall, is words I’llnever read” make
the band sound hike it does not

858 G STREET * ON THE PLAZA
ARCATA °¢ 822-9015

is the next big thing, its latest demo

scream, “say what, you suck,
wanna hear the new stuff” is defi-

nitely a hint to dive for the fastforward button.

*

If Hollywood Records thinks it

Coming
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exotic instruments.

RM)
Extravaganza!
featuring Andy Narrel

EM

ee

1/18 David Grisman
Quintet

www.humboldt.edu/ ~ carts

826-3928
Christopher O'Riley

Kartik Seshadri
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Walker: Guitarist met his blues heros as youth
- Continued from page 17

with traditional Delta stylings.

to play the blues again I carried all

that I learned with me so that now
[ try to look at things with a posi-

in the world of blues, garnering
critical acclaim as well as commercial success.
His recognition among the blues

of my music.’

community has earned him W.C.

tive slant. That’ s the testifying part

Academy of Jazz in 1987 and the

Handy Awardsas “Contemporary

Broonzy Award” from the French
BBC’s “Blues Band ofthe Year” in

“I was opening up for people
like Freddie King, John Lee
Hooker and Muddy Waters,” the
51-year-old said.
Since his return to the blues,
Walker has maintained playing

whathe calls “the real blues.” This
can be described as a combination
of California and Chicago blues

1990.
Walker has written tunes for the

likes of Branford

Marsalis

The

11-track

CD, which was co-produced by
Steve Cropper of Booker T. & the
MGs fame, features Bonnie Raitt,
Clarence Gatemouth Brown, Otis

Rush, Taj Mahal and Buddy Guy

and

penned songs for B.B. King’s
Grammy-winning album “Blues

all, also includes Walker’s longtime band the Bosstalkers.
A review of “Great Guitars” in
the Associated Press said,
Walkerisa songwriter, bandleader,

* Continued from page 17

1s mys-

Vachon, bassist Kenny Grace, pia-

th car-

nist Matt McCabe and Sugar Ray
Norcia as lead singer. With the
addition of the new talent, Roomful released three acclaimed

ectable
n.
bution,

|

Eureka, CA 95501

|

ee

6562,

Eureka,

rhythm and blues

Ate.

. .”

Walker will take the stage at
about 5 p.m. Saturday for the allday festival scheduled at the waterfront in Eureka.

records in the 1990s alone.
Roomful’s music features original songs written by the band as
well as older, lesser-known cover
songs. Vachon, Norcia and trom-

lyrics for the band’s songs.
Roomful of Blues also performs
more obscure cover songs such as
W.C. Clark’s “Standing Here At
The Crossroads”*and Willie

bonist Carl Querfurth supply the

Dixon’s “Easy Baby.”

9550.

800°869°6506 Fax70724459236g9

vW

Summit.”

For “Great Guitars,” Walker’s
fourth release for the Verve label,
he enlisted 12 of the best blues

CA

producer and performer. He’s a
lead guitarist par excellence ... His
strongest suit of all is as a singer,
adept at the blues, gospel and

Roomful: Band covers older blues numbers

ephen
Addic-

On the Gazebo, Old Town

2nd & F Street 425 Snug ANeY
4
Bayshore Mall

among others.
The disc, Walker’s ninth over-

Earl

Hooker and Magic Sam.

for the

Walker has become a mainstay

Artist of the Year” from 1988
through 1990, the “Big Bill

with Lightnin’? Hopkins,

Brazil,”
parance

guitarists around.

While growing up in San Francisco, Walker rubbed elbows with
many blues greats at the infamous

Matrix Club. He crossed paths

ty per-

.
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Not Your Average Video Store ...
We feature a unique selection of films that
you won’t find anywhere else, in addition to
a complete selection of contemporary
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IN SEPTEMBER:

a
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BUCKETS OF CORONITAS (5) $5. 25

|

2
MARGARITAS $275
172 LITER TOP SHELF PATRON MARGARITAS $5.00

-

SHOTS/ HERRADURA $3.00 EL TESORO $ 25
rr $4.00
ee

:
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400 G Street « Arcata * 826-1105
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EVERY WEDN ESDAY:

75 cent BEER PROGRESSIVE
. 16 TAPS STARTING AT8 pm

.| THIS THURSDAY
2

cent BEER! ! 25 cent BEER! !

Wicked Ale & Devil Mtn Ale

Ff -9pm Only
$1.50 WELL VODKA

MIDNIGHT

vers, ae

EVERY

vodka/tonics, etc...

FRIDAY:

12 LITERS... «PURPLE HOOTERS,
,
ALABAMA SLAMMERS,

ne

anes) :
Pe

__

EVERY SAT URDAY:
ARCATA’ 5 BEST LATE NITE HAPPY- HOUR!
BEERS
DISCOUNTS ON 16 DRAFT BEERS, BOTTLE
AND $ 1. 75 WELL DRINKS!

eye ye

ARCATA

ICED TEAS $3.50

NO ONE UNDER 21
PLEASE DON’T DRINK & DRIVE

Wildwood
Music
1027

I Street

Arcata,

CA 95521

New Takoma Acoustic Guitars
Used Saxophones, Flutes, Clarinets,
Trumpets, Violins in all sizes

New Instructional Videos: Guitar (all
styles), Fiddle, Banjo, Percussion, Bass, and
even Accordion (Cajun & Irish).

OPEN SUNDAY 11-4
Mon-Fri: !10:30-5:30

We Buy Used Instruments

The Lumberjack
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Earthshine

Productions

Salgado

KMUD GIVES YOU
* ALL KINDS OF MUSIC
* CALL-IN TALK SHOWS
* LOCAL NEWS
*NO COMMERCIALS
* REAL PEOPLE

Presents

Bl

20

- Continued from page 16
“Blue Mondays.”
Salgado said he never knew
who Belushi was because he was

88.3 FM IN ARCATA/EUREKA

“playing every Saturday night for

FOR A FREE PROGRAM GUIDE
CALL 923-2513 OR WRITE TO
PO BOX 135, REDWAY, CA 95560
WWW.KMUD.ORG

money when Saturday Night Live

was on.”

Salgado coached Belushi on

how to sing the blues by singing

MEsA/BOocIE.|

some

Belushi then used five of
Salgado’s songs on their first al-

The Spirit of Art in Technology

5th & F Streets * Eureka

bum as well as imitating the hairstyle and dark shades of Salgado

Hotline:443-HEFE * www.dtt.net/hefe

UPCOMING
LIVE CONCERTS

which made them
Belushi later mailed

eC

actors.”

AFTERHOURS BLUES JAM

We

Featuring:
*Day

Festival

Headliner

“Angela

Straili’

*The

Arcata

Interfaith

Gospel

Choir

All

Allstar

Ages.

Doors

$8

Blues

8pm/Show
w/

Day

Saturday,

Pass

4

Oct. 4, 1997

BME

special

2

oe
8pm

Ss

at

ow

the

he's an HSU student!

9pm

oming

Soon:

OURS EUW La aU

tunes,” he said. “There are also

1435 5th Street * Eureka
443 — 9737

aoor

Ce

sounds that combine varying degrees of blues, rock and soul.”
The other members of Tommy

Oct.18 Boom Shaka w/ Upful Livin

ee UU CO
TL ARO EU
Weekly

good

friend

Steve

Miller on the Conan O’Brian

show last July.
Robb has won regional
awards as one of the most cel-

ebrated guitarists in the northwest and has played on several
John Fahey albums.
Salgado and Terry Robb will
perform together at the first
Blues by the Bay Saturday from
2'p.m. to’ 2:45'p.m.

“I’m looking forward to coming to Eureka again,” Salgado

said. “I used to play at the
Jambalaya and the Old Town
Bar and Grill in Eureka in the
mid-70s on our stops.
“T think the audience is going to enjoy our low-down pistol whipping blues.”
Tickets are $25 in advance

and $30 at the gate.

Castro’s band

released in May.
“Tt features our own sound that
we've developed with covers of
Buddy Guy and Freddy King

the new manager —

18 & Over. Fusion Acid Funk

Doors

¢ Continued from page 17

Come in and meet

Se

cluding

Castro

Guitars

& Amps

ye yiReyss

a

performed alone around the na-

fi

9pm

Festival

Salgado split from the Robert
Cray Band in 1983 and has since

have

our inventory of

Band

Fabulous

Gen.$5

)

Core

famous.
Curtis a

photo of him and Dan Akroyd as
the Blues Brothers saying, “Without you, we'd still be just TV

Saturday, Sept. 27, 1997

*Local

songs he had written.

tion and with other stars, in-

ANY LL
ALLEL

i

are Shad

Harris

(drums), Randy McDonald (bass)
and Keith Crossan (saxophone).
Castro said he is glad to be part
of Blues By the Bay.

“The line up is filled with great
acts,” he said. “I’ve never been to
Eureka so I’m looking forward to

checking out the area.”

2

Bisa

Events

0

Mondays

onday

Ni

ootba $2 PintsAt*

$1 Smug's Pizza Slices

All Ages Welcome/Free Admission
Doors 5:30pm/Game 6pm

Tuesdays

BOOTLEG NIGHT

Rare Lie DAT. Recordings of past Dead showsPhs others
$2 Pint Special
All Ages Welcome/Free Admission
Doors

8:30pm/

Music

9pm-2am

Wednesdays

Club Castro
Gay & leshian

DJ.

Nieht.,.Al Welrcme

Ninja

18 & over welcome.

Doors

8:30pm/ Music

$3/$5

9pm-2am

1 Ton

& Baby

18 & over welcome.
Doors

8:30pm/Music

J

$3/$5
9pm-2am

Fridays

Soul Train
90's
D.J.
18

&

R&B/Soul

K & D.J.

over

Unknown

welcome.

$5

Door

AFTERHOURS: 1:06AM-4AM
Sundays

Planet Trance
use & Techno Trance

D.J. Uphonic & Satalite

A

es welcome.

Doors 9:30pm/Music

PLEASURE
CENTER
Under New Management

Thursdays

D.J.

-

$3/$5

10pm-4:00am

- Hotline:443-HEFE
Tix’s: The Works(Eur/Are), The Metro(Arc)

Leather Lingerie e Leather Levis « Vamp Wear e
Body Piercing e Erotic Toys e Oils & Lotions e
Artwork e Books, Videos & CDs
We offer the finest jewelry:
Gauntlet, Penumbra & Lucky
Wee

one)

Eureka
320 2nd Street

Friday, Sept. 26 ° 9:45pm

822-1702
Arcata
1731 G St., Suite D

Imperiale Square
Northtown
Open 7 days: ey
12-8
Friday-Saturday. 12-9
Sunday. 12-5
Visit our web site at http://www.sexual, center.com/

High energy punk rock fusion from San Francisco

Call for tickets or purchase at the door
Saturday, 9/27 - TBA

* MONDAY: Acoustic Talent Night
*

WEDNESDAY: Live Jazz

* FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS: Live Dance Music

'
‘$1Any.00menu OFF
item
|
|

or pitcher.

Expires 9/30/97

S CIENCE
The Lumberjack
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ox

Perey yOxo ROMS

CHEM 105 Introduction to

Chemistry (inorganic)

CHEM 106 Introduction to

Chemistry (organic)
MSD
Nutrition

e him mies

PSYC 104 Introduction to

Psychology

SOC 104 Introductory
Sociology
ZOOL 270

Human

Anatomy

Nursing: one of HSU’s most rigorous majors
By Nora Whitworth
LUMBERJACK STAFF”

For those who wish to heal and
nurture their fellow people, the
road to being a registered nurse is

PSYC 311 Human

Development
STAT 106 Introduction to
SST COLMAR creliLn
NYa( sre)

ZOOL 214 Elementary

Physiology

dents.
“A faculty member is with a student at all time in a clinical situation,” she said. “We want them to

have support in difficult situations.”

There are frequent conferences

not a simple one.

I think is really important,”

she

said.

Nelson describes the amount of

academic material like a pyramid
where first year nursing students
begin on the bottom.
Students learn all the basic skills

and terminology for the profession.

Due to the impacted status ofthe
program, admission to HSU fora

between faculty and students to
discuss the difficult situations that

potential nursing major 1s no guar-

come up, nursing senior Sheena

antee for admittance to the nursing

Nelson said. In addition, the fac-

pediatrics or psychiatry patients,

program.
Impacted

ulty are open to individual meet-

she said.
Grayson has found her four-and-

simply means

that

there are more students applying

Corequisite support
courses to the major
BIOL 210 Medical
Microbiology

21

Feeling the impact

nursing program
(Courses prerequisite to
applying for the major)

Wednesday, Sept. 24, 1997

ings with students who
discuss issues.

want to

to the program than there is room

“The faculty are (the best) in

for, said Wendy Woodward, nurs-

teaching us the skills we need to
know to become good nurses,”
Nelson said.

ing department chair.
Allofthe CSU nursing programs
are at impacted status. HSU’s program became impacted in 1992,

Supervision is needed during the
clinical lab time, with eight to 10
students to one faculty member in

The philosophy of the program
is the model/role model theory.
The HSU nursing program uses
‘the theory as a building block for
interactions students have with
patients. Building a program
around this theory .is unique to
HSU.
The Model/Role Model Theory
trains the students to see the patient as a unique individual who is

for the care the students give and
for emotional support of the stu-

ing senior Erin Grayson said.
“It (the theory) teaches a lot
about how to communicate which

she said.
The reason for the small size of

each class is that nursing needs to
be taught in small groups, said

Noreen Frisch, nursing department chair for the spring semester.

a hospital or clinic lab, Frisch said.
The faculty memberis responsible

active in planning their care, nurs-

In the next year, students specialize the information to geriatrics,

a-half years of Spanish in high
school has served her well in talking to patients. Also her job as a
nurse’s aid at Mad River Hospital
has helped her gain confidence in
the environmentand routine of the
hospital.
Every year the program has 40

to 42 openingsand 100 applicants,
Woodward said. Many students
try to maximize their odds by applying to more than one program.
“Every nursing school has
slightly different criteria. Students
really have to be sophisticated on
how you play the game,” she said.

Although Grayson was admitted to the program the first time

she applied, Nelson, who is also
the current president of the Nurs-

ing Club, was turned down.
NelsonretookherSAT, received

her EMT

certificate and phle-

botomy license. She also repeated
the psychology, nutrition and
chemistry classes.
Any admission program for an

impacted program must be approved by the chancellor of the
CSU system.
Criteria is based on six categories with a total of 56 points possible: weighted GPA in required
prerequisite classes or their equivalency, overall GPA,

SAT/ACT

verbal/English scores, health related experience and foreign language competency or special circumstances. Special circumstances

includeany unusual situations that
require special consideration.
Once a student is in the program, six semesters ofnu rsing cur-

riculum lays ahead of them, plus
the University requirements for
general education. The major is a
demanding one because academic
information is just part of the learning process.
“It’s often nota major, but something someone has really wanted
to become,” Woodward said.

Peete
ye ULES
1) California residency
YAWN aCoM moe
performances standards
with or without reasonable
accommodations as

defined in the policy
“Essential Performance
Standards.”
3) A minimum grade of “C”
in the prerequisite nursing
courses listed above
4) Overall GPA > 2.0

By Carla Martinez

sected in most biology classes, but

LUMBERJACK STAFF

As

nursing

students

at HSU

make their way towards their goals,

they are first required to take hu-

Because of impacted status

of the major and limited

clinical facilities, the
department also looks into

eye ama Leh
which scores points based
on:

1) Weighted GPA
2) Overall GPA

3) SAT or ACT Verbal/
English scores
4) Health-related
(bol
-Tal tales)

5) Language competency
6) Special circumstances
SOURCE: HSU 1997-98 COURSE CATALOG

it is a strong alcohol smell that invades the nostrils and permeates
the room.

They look almost plastic, with

their all-over pink tissue. And be-

man anatomy classes, and this includes what for some would be
unthinkable.

cause of this, they’ve taken on an
artificial look.

These students must summon
the strength to work with human

look scientific and they fit in with

cadavers.
As the cadavers lay in their metal
cases, they have lost some of what
once made
human.

them

look alive and

The skin that was once soft 1s,

now leathery and taut.

Their heads are bald.
Their ears are tagged.
They smell like harsh chemicals.

It is not a smell that makes your
stomach turn, like the formaldehyde that preserves the frogs dis-

Itis not gruesome

or scary.

They

the lab as just another part of it.
Their purpose is to provide stu-

dents witha more realistic learning
experience.
The anatomy students use four
cadavers — two males and two females — for viewing during lab
and forafter-hours study purposes.
Without the cadavers, it would

know what the differbe diffictoult
ent tissues feel like, what connective tissue look like and how tough

a muscle fiber is, said John Reiss,

ADAM CONLEY/LUMBERJACK

STAFF

junior
Kinesiology junior Mike Mari (right) and Pre-physical Therapy
Jenny Tobin locate body parts ona female cadaver.
human

anatomy

instructor and

professor of zoology. Much time 1S
spent identifying the structures —
they
howd
un
where they are foand

fit together.

“I thinkit’s exceptional that they

in person is much better than seeing them ona screen or ina book.”
Reactions by students vary from
disgust to intrigue, according to
Reiss. They usually become more

interested after seeing that,using a

hands-on experience that is im-

real personis very helpful for learning about structures, including

said. “Seeing them

See Cadavers, page 22

are used because it gives you the
portant,” Pre-nursing sophomore

Anna Johnson

22
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Cadavers
* Continued from page 21

wished to donate
their bodies
for sci-

muscles and bones.
Students don’t do any of the dissection onthe cadavers themselves.
The work has already been done

- Candlemaking
,* Dollmaking
- Beading

j

by students enrolled in an independent studies class.
They remove the skin on certain

oe

* Leathercraft
+ Macramé
* Resins & Fiberglass
* Ribbons & Wreaths

: Stenciling
- Tole Painting
- Tools & Instruction

They look almost
plastic, with their allover pink tissue. And
because of this,
they’ve taken on an
artificial look. It is not
gruesome or scary.
have been removed elsewhere to
show bones. Some cadavers even
have their intestines exposed. An-

other one has his leg severed to
show

where

ments

are.

the

muscle

attach-

It’s also a good idea to use human cadavers because there is

variation among individuals. They
are often older people

that have

died ofnatural causes. Sometimes,
as in cases of cancer, their cause of

death is visible in the body. This
offers students the unique and
' more realistic experience of dealing with

more

than generic

and

textbook examples, Reiss said.

For casual chinese cuisine
or take-out

Two pre-dissected cadavers per
tank prepared to be examined.
The cadavers are kept in two
tanks that were built by the ma-

¢ HUNAN

is to understand
the structures of
the body and the
only way you can

really do that is to look at cadavers,
to look at the human body, because there is a three-dimensional

aspect that you don’t get from look-

chine shop at HSU on special order. The tanks have a cable that
lowers the platform on which the
cadavers rest down into the pre-

Reiss, who 1s teaching at HSU
for his first year, 1s the only professor who teaches classes that use

serving fluid when they are not in

cadavers.
In addition

use. The same cable can be cranked

to raise the platform
out of the fluid
for viewing. The cadavers are kept
ina solution of mostly water, ethanol and phenol alcohol.
After the course is over, they are
reused. Generally, every year or
two, a new cadaver comes into
HSU from the UC Davis medical
school.

THANKS

in books,”

Reiss

to viewing the hu-

man dissections, students are provided with their own cat to dissect.

Though this helps, itis still important to view an actual human when
learning about human anatomy.

Work with the cadavers this se-

mester has just started. And for the
students, it means working with
the world of the dead to understand the living.

FOR VOTING

US

#1 FOR BREAKFAST !!
NEW!

WE HAVE THE LARGEST
VEGETARIAN MENU IN TOWN!

*SZECHUAN

“When — [students]
take
anatomy, the point

ing at pictures
said .

The cadavers are people that

Zs

The oldest cadaver at HSU has
been
dead
for
seven years.

STAFF

- Glass Etching
& Staining

ily.

ADAM CONLEY /LUMBERJACK

Arranging

yy

comes in, the oldest one is taken toa
funeral home to be
cremated and returned to the fam-

limbs to reveal muscles. Muscles

* Floral

=

entific purposes,
After a new body

“TDS ANNEX"

NOW SERVING FOOD AT
SIDELINES SPORTS BAR

822-6105
on the

ANYTHING YOU CAN GET AT THE
GAME AND THEN SOME

Arcata Plaza
761 8th St.

Additional parking at

¢ CANTON
@ MANDARIN

7th St. entrance

All major credit cards
accepted.
Open 11 am to 10 p.m. daily
Weekends open at noon.

TJ'S CLASSIC CAFE
1057 H St. ARCATA

822-4650

Hours
MON - FRI
SAT - SUN

7am-2pm
8 am - 3 pm

d
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Pacific West Conference
* Simon Fraser
Western Washington

What the Paci fic West costs

Seattle Pacific

%

°

Alaska-F

irbanks

St. Martin’

Central Washington
Lewis-Clark

horage

/AlaskasA

* MontanajState-Billings

Western Oregon

Out-of-

9

BYU-Hawaii

HSU

Chaminade
Hawaii-Pacitic

O

Univ. of Alaska Anchorage

*

Alaska Fairbanks
* Western

JON MOONEY

Lene

BYU Hawaii

New Mexico

Central Washington
Chaminade

/ GRAPHICS EDITOR

HSU to face tougher

~ Hawaii Hilo
Hawaii Pacific

competition in new

~ Lewis-Clark State

16-team conference

LUMBERJACK STAFF

HSU finally decided on a new
conference last week, the Pacific
West, but some questions remain

unanswered.
Among the issues to be resolved

is whether or not HSU will adopt

“We

people as we could over the last

that does not give financial aid to

for athletic scholarships still re-

play next fall, HSU is the only team
its student-athletes.

Although having athletic schol-

arships is nota condition ofjoining
the Pacific West, it is likely not

having them will be detrimental.

the

same level then it’s a must,” Athletic Director Scott Barnes said
Monday.
When asked if offering scholar-

s in deciding which
ip
factor
shwasa

conference to join, Barnes said that

mains undecided.
“We are beginning the process
to decide how we want to pursue

“I believe that to really impact

our ability to recruit the next level
of student-athlete it’s going to have

to come from multiple sources,”
Barnes said. “Some possibilities
include external fund raising, stu-

gram.”

Humboldt
Women's Basketball

State

away as Alaska, Hawaii and New

do not have revenue sources.”
Barnes said that HSU makes
money from several sources. He
said football revenues made from

concessions, tickets and corporate

sponsorships

Also unknown is how fans will
react to the conference change.

vs.

Pacific

Volleyball

announcing the move, Barnes said
that about 50 percent of HSU’s

games next fall will be conference

games, allowing the Lumberjacks

to still play many of the teams it

Men’s soccer coach Alan Exley,

who represented the coaches during the process of finding a conference, said the coaches “as a whole

are extremely happy (to bea part of

anew conference)... we needed to
be attached to a conference.

“We go into (this) conference
and fit comfortably,” he said.

Perspective

A Historical

Softball

Football

Record

Lewis-Clark

5-0-0

Chaminade

7-1

Lewis-Clark

3-1-0

Seattle Pacific
Simon Fraser

4-3
1-2

_ W, Washington
nee

ah

:

At Thursday’s press conference

fit.”

Opponent

0-14

5-24

those gamesas bestwe can,”he said.

how the coaches feel about the
decision, Barnes said, “I think the
coaches will say it’s a pretty good

Record

Alaska Anch,

Totals

valry, it’s important for us to keep

said.
When asked at the conference

Opponent

0-2

0-5
0-4

“Because of that tradition of ri-

nity to play in new places and in the
top level of competition,” Barnes

Record

Alaska Anch.

W. Oregon
W. Washington

we can count on drawing some
additional fansin different venues,”
Barnes said.
A concern is that moving to the
Pacific West will mean giving up
traditional rivalries like Chico and

plays now.
(Joining) gives us the opportu-

Opponent

0-1

2-7
1-0

competition and national level
competition comingin ... (means)

PLETT / DESIGN CONSULTANT

Record

Central Wash.

Seattle Pacific
W. New. Mexico

West:

Men's Soccer

Record
1-2
1-1
0-2
0-2

help fund other

sports.

Opponent

Alaska Fairb.
Lewis-Clark
Mont. St.-Billings
St. Martin's

“I think the attraction of new

costsand things thatare involved,” .
Davis.
Barnes said. “Many of our sports

Record

2-1
eas

$19,962,408
$44,744,592
$114,849, 647

MICHAEL

Opponent

wy Oregon
Tae

0.0
87
15

$5,454
$8,466
$8,469

$1846
$2,985
$2,523.

Percentage of total revenue allocated to financial aid

Opponent.

1-8
1-0

$78,125,644
$118,239,771
$185,720,561
$48,460,274
$85,544,139
$15,390,913
$37,305,948
$42,689,573
$26,755,160
$29,278,580
= $12,971,207
$50,895,000

Western Washington

Mexico.
“I think all programs pretty
much do what they can tojust break
even and get by with the travel

were going to pursue we needed a
financial aid arena, a scholarship

Seattle Pacific
Simon Fraser —

0.0
A?
99
651
78
138
0.3.
50
24
00.
125
20.59

Western Oregon

letic scholarships, it is uncertain
how much money will be allocated
for them or even where the money
will come from.

If HSU does wind up with ath-

cantly to augment our current pro-

4-5
4-1

$9971
$6,638
$7,246
$2,475
$8,364
$10,600
$4,312
$6,700
$6,000
$6316
$12,860
$13,479

Western New Mexico

that,” Barnes said.

support.
“We have fund. raised signifi-

|

$1,891
$2,318
$2,926
$9475
$2,418
$10,600
$1,426
$6,700
$1478
$2,304
$12,360
$13,479

(Not available)

Another concern about the new
conferenceis travel expenses. HSU
will be playing schools from as far

“It did (play a factor) from a
standpoint that either directron we

Lewis-Clark
St. Martin's

Total revenues

Where the money willcome from

dent referendums (and) university

2-4
Q-1
1-4
2-5.

%*

several months,” he said.

regardless what conference HSU
would have become affiliated with
he would have strongly considered
financial aid for student-athletes.

Alaska Fairb.
BYU Hawaii
Central Wash.
Mont. St.-Billings

state
tuition

Simon Fraser

tried to involve as many

Of the 16 teams in the Pacific
West, which will officially begin

Men's Basketball

Seattle Pacific

join.

athletic scholarships.

on

Saint Martin’s

arena.” he said. “I think external
forces have put us ina position that
we need to move toward scholarships. Either direction we would’ve
gone, it would have been the same
case.”
many
from ce
Barnes soughtadvi
sources on which conference to

By Mike Plett and Nima Reza

“If we are to compete

Montana St. Billings

In-state
tuition

Chaminade
BYU Hawaii
Hawii-Hilo
Lewis-Clark

0-1
0-1
2-1
1-3

W. Oregon
W. New Mexico

1-4
3-0

Seattle Pacific
Simon Fraser
W. Washington
Totals

0-2-1
1-1-1
0-1-0
6-4-2

;
Women's Soccer

Hawaii-Hilo
Simon Fraser
W. Oregon
W. Washington

Totals
oo.

1-1
8-1
1-0
1-0

6-4

W. New Mexico
C. Washington
W. Washington
Simon Fraser

Totals

1-1-0
4-0-1
3-0-0
2-2-0

6-4-2

history
No games vs. Pacific West institutions in two-year

Totals for 7 Intercollegiate Sports:
Humboldt State vs. Pacific West 71-86-3
.

JON MOONEY

/ GRAPHICS EDITOR

*
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Striker does it all for HSU

vow
Ww atonn, Jue

Soccer fuels Avila’s fire

play
wi Senior forward Armando Avila’s unselfish
second
propelled the HSU men’s soccer team to a
place finish in conference last season.

|

We just spent $250,000
making Colony Inn a better
place to live.

ophe said, “but if you can create
you
portunities for other players

By Ben Fordham
LUMBERJACK STAFF

just make yourself better, the team

»Complete control of your

To hear Armando Avila talk
about scoring a goal is like hearing

better, and that’s really important
forme.”

him talking about life. Ina way, he

own private space

is.

goals scored last season, on their
way toa second-place finish.

“'That’s what the whole purpose
is, to reach your goal,” Avila said.

»Affordable - from $275 with

“It’s just a great inner joy.”
In his 24 years, Avila has had

a $200 deposit
»Just

great success both in soccer and
life.

a walk from everything

On the soccer field, the striker

led the ‘Jacks in goals and assists
last year, placing him second in the

and on the bus line

»Coming soon:

Free

internet access & an
exercise room

. 455 Union Street

balland baseball atage 5. His whole

family wasathleticand pushed him
to new levels.
“It’s really intense, which | like,”
Avila said, in reference to soccer.

Avila was injured in his first year
of college at St. Mary’s in Moraga
and was forced to give up sports. A

ear later, and at a new school, he
decided to walk onto the soccer

us,” head coach Alan Exley said.

DeAnza Junior College team. That
team went undefeated on its way to

The fact that Avila was one of

822-1909

Avila began playing soccer, foot-

conference in total points and earning him second team NCAC honors.

“He had a great junior year for

~ Come Take aLook!

The Jacks led the conference in

field again and try out for the

Armando Avila dribbles the ball
during a practice last week.
“I’ve been playing ever since,”

DeAnza, which is in Cupertino,

Avila said.
Avila came to HSU in 1995 and

was the first California junior col-

helped the "Jacks come in second

lege soccer team ever to go undefeated in a season.
.

See Avila, page 25

only three players in the top 10

claiming the state championship.

with more assists than goals is a
reflection of his attitude towards
the game.

“It’s important to score goals,”

STEPHEN KRAYNICK / LUMBERJACK STAFF

The Gridiron Club

present the

LOCATION

Behind Redwood Bowl, next to the Fieldhouse

TIME

Before day games: 12 to 2 p.m.

PURPOSE
|
:

Before night games: 5 to 7 p.m.
Barbeque, prizes, music and fun

Listen to HSU
Football live on

HSU

1997 HSU
7

9/6

9/13

Football Schedule

Montana Tech

Willamette University

9/20
9/27
10/4

Western Montana

10/11
10/18

Western Washington

10/25
11/1

11/8
11/15

Azusa Pacific
St. Mary’s College
Simon Fraser
Open
Western Oregon
Southern Oregon
Central Washington

@ Redwood Bowl 2 p.m.
@ Salem, OR 1:30 p.m.
@ Dillon, MT 12:30 p.m.

@ Redwood Bowl 2 p.m.
@ Redwood Bowl 7 p.m.
@ Redwood Bowl 2 p.m.
@ Burnaby, B.C. 1 p.m.

@ Redwood Bowl 2 p.m.
@ Ashland OR 1 p.m.
@ Ellensburg, WA 1 p.m.

The Lumberjack

Avila: Hard work is key to senior’s success
. Continued from page 24
place ‘n the conference

with his

year.
team leading 35 points last
Both player and coach realize

y on
that success 1s not based totall
natural talent.
«Armando is really a very hard

worker,” Exley said.

that
Avila will not argue with

assessment.

school coach and teacher. He said

Ididn’t feel too muchjoy,” he said.

he now hasachance to coach at his
old high school.
“It’s something I’m thinking

In fact, the Jacks are winless in
their first five starts. There is no
reason to panic, though.

about doing, for sure,” he said.
After he graduates from HSU

“We've played a very tough

with a social science degree, he
will consider
school.

going

to graduate

He added that more important
than money ora slick car is “just to

coach can get out of you, butifyou

be happy and live your life for what
you want it to be.”
While Avila’s future may look

‘twill make you that much better,

bright, the beginning of the soccer
season has not been quite so good.

“There’s

only

so

much

your

can push yourselfto that extra level

more successful, as a person and
player,” Avila said.
Avila aspires to become a high

“T’ve only scored‘one goal this
year, and it was ina losing effort, so

schedule,” Exley said.
For Avila, this season offers a
good chance of capturing the scoring title. Sonoma State’s Ethan
Miller-Bazemore, last year’s scor-

Wednesday, Sept. 24, 1997
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University Praise
whate the fleek likeste eet”

\

Sunday Nights at 7:30 P.M. at Trmity Baptist Church 2450 Alhanee Rd.
Arcata.

A campus shuttle will pick you up at the bottom of the "J" at 7:20.

always have GREAT MUSIC and a DOWN

We

TO EARTH message

..a place for our generation.

ing leader, graduated. But that’s

a ministry of

not on his mind right now.

Campus

Crusade for Christ

“Personally, I don’t really think
about that,” he said. “It’s great to
score goals and have assists, and all
the accolades that come with that,
but [’d rather have our team be
successful.”

HEALTHY

FF}

PHYSICAL THERAPY

i

or all movement problems

° Exercise Instruction and Modification
e Pre and Post Surgical Rehabilitation
e Biofeed/EMG Posture and Body Mechanics
Training ¢ Back and Neck Injury
Schools * Pool/Aquatic Therapy
e Work Conditioning » Home Health
e Pain Control Modalities
¢ Independent Exercise Programs
e Exercise/Injury Consultation

OC)

e Sports Medicine

IN PHYSICAL THERAPY

EXCELLENCE

HealthSPORT Physical Therapy
300 Community Way ° Arcata
707-822-1797

Good

Bob

Productions

(GO Spe
PALIN CNS

PRON

SP
WE

peers

Alliance

& Redwood

Ay

Present

BREST Tire

RAT

nto

a,

7

RID

Ci

Mountain Bikes From $259.95
Sat:
Perigot

Park,

$10 advance,

downtown

¢ all five local
breweries

LIFE CYCLE:
1593 GST.

- ARCATA

hitp://www.trekbikes.com

- 822-7755

Biae

Lake

$12 at door includes music and brews

tickets at: all local breweries,

THE COMPLETE
CYCLE OUTFITTER

noon - 6 pm

4th

Oct.

¢a benefit for
Redwood illiance
+21 & over

Night Train

The Works,

The Metro

¢ traditional
Octoberfest
¢ for info:
822-7884
¢ dance to:

Wm
the

foods

Archer &
Quivers

—
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Football

Gerry

Southern Oregon

0-0

0-0

HSU

14-50
0-1
Overall

Simon Fraser

0-0

0-0

0-0

0-0

0-0

0-0

0-0

0-1

2-0

0-0

Western Washington2-0

38-24

2-0

0-0

1

77-44

~— ‘1-0

Q-}

| Sonoma State

+1

58-24

= 0-1

1-0

| Stanislaus

29-72

0-0

Southern Oregon

3 | Davis

0

0

OD

YO}

0
0

0
0

0.
0

0 |
-

0

L

1

GS

1

3

1

8

3

2

0

7

Azusa Pacific at ASU, 7 p.m.

HSU

:

pW!

2

6

9

HSU

B

irst

HSU at Davis, 2:30

HSU — Safety

Second quarter

Baldw

enseitter

HSU — Dwane I run (kick failed)

WM— Dahlke 2 pass from Duchien (Schillinger

its

WM -— Schillinger 41 FG

HSU — Baldwin 39 FG

Punts-average

12
15-5]
24-48-5

368

228

5-36.0

4-37 8

Rushing

HSU — Dwane 20-106, fen

Cog |

0

Hayward

000

0

O

0

Son Fransiscs Stele

0

0

0

© | BTRINIDAD—Resultsfromlast Saturday’s invitational

Overall

0

0

Heles 4-17, Glessner 2- 10, Woodworth 1-2.

Invitational

:

Patrick’s Point State Park:

GA/“

T

GS

2

V7

b

Men (5.1 mi.)

2

16

13

Team

0-

fT

6

Davis 36, HSU 37, Lane 61, Chico 146, Stanislaus

individual results
1, Billy Harper, Lane, 24:32; 2, Tim Miller, HSU,
25:40; 5 Paul Wellman, unattached, 25:43; 4, Greg

results

14

14 | 159, San Francisco State 159, Hayward 167.

15
Hayward
5
0
San Francisco State
Schecul
:

O
O

6
3

16
19

Tod

Phillips. HSU, 25:49; 5, Jeff Kaiser, Davis, 25: 52; 6,

ey -

fees Breck, HSU, 25:58; 7, Nate Bowen, Davis,

HSU ie, ‘ ae

a

Fidayeeane

a 8, Brian Leong, Davis, 26:07; 9, Robert

Tony Caywood, Lane,
ee
HSUat CatawbaNC. (Salisbury, NC), 7 pm
Other top HSU finishers — 12, Mike Mag UIee
Sunday's game
HSU at Gardner Webb (Bolling Springs, N.C.) 2 p.m. | 26:36; 24, Chris West, 27:07.
wih
=

a hee :

"OLE 4

Women (3.1 mi.)

Paennnexolts
Davis 15, Stanislaus 93, Chico 93, HSU 97, Lane

ells

HSU at Davis, noon

15, San Francisco State 117.

Individual results
1, Sarah Dickerman, Davis, 17:48; 2, Megan

Sunday’s result:

HSU 1, Regis O
Regis University
HSU

First
0
0
Scoring

Second
0
1

Canova, Davis, 17: 57, 3, Michelle Leinfelder, Davis,

18:18; 4, Mandi Reynolds, Davis, 18:26; 5, Ghazal

Final
0
1

Shots
Saves

Team statistics
Regis
4
7

Sharifi, Ewen 18:35; 6, Carrie Mangiapane,
unattached, 18 36; 7, Kirstin Kabo, Davis, 18:39; 8,
Kenna Masuda, San Francisco State, 18: 43; 9,

Josefina Sanchez, Stanislaus, 18:55; 10, Ragga

HSU — Texeira penalty kick 58:00

Armstrong 2-27, Wheeler 3-22, Loscalzo 1-15,

WM — Kastner 4-82, Dahlke 9-44, Hurlbert 4-22,

Humboldt

0

Passing

Daniels 1-7.

om

4

3.

Chico

WM — Glessner 7-25, Morton 5-16, Molyneaux

HSU — Gray 4-4], Wisdom 4-36, Dwane 3-33,

2

443i

Davis

8

Receiving

HSU at San Francisco Invitational

0

Bd st Gildea 3-9, Cheek 5- O, Burnett 1- 0, Mitchell

WM — Molyneaux 14- 25-4 123, Duchien 10-22-1
69, Hebness 0-1-0 0.

—

Oct. 1

0

0

aes 6-46, Anderson

HSU — Mitchell 11-18-191, Cheek 4-9-0 43, Gildea
4-6-0 43.

ote
canoe
HSU at Willamette Invitational (Salem, Ore.)

000

177

wie
Individual statistics

2-10, Duchien 1-0.

Schedule

0

4

29
46-192
19-33-]

eieenecoetsasiaecknasdadhuandasi

nan

ec

0

Sonoma State

WM

0

0

_
B.
ig ;
i «] iW ub

0

HSU — Baldwin 30 FG

76

364
Az?

000

4]

Total yards

:

000

HSU

Passing yards

7
A

Panmete
C eo +9

Sonoma State

HSU — Dwane 18 run (Baldwin kick)

Five diners
Rushes-yards
Passes

4
S

Oct. 4

p.m.

WoL

Team aS

0
O

Blocks — Lone Peleg 34(079 per gone

HSU
Chico

Fourth quarter

roti

0O..000
O 000

Oct. 3

3 p.m.

T PTS GS0 GA0
WL
0000

Davis

HSU — Loscalzo 5 run (kick blocked)

kick)

0
Oo

Today’s game

Conference

WM — Schillinger 31 FG

FG
HSU — Baldwin 23Third

eo

Kills — _Karyn Williams 190 (.308 kill percentage.

standings

NCAC

Women’s

a (Schillinger kick)

ee

°°

at HSU, 3:30 p.m.
Chico State Oct.
4

x == ne)
= . quarre
r

Westone

5

Sept. 17

Eos Hayward, noon
Wednesday’s game

33

—
_

sorday's gone

O

CSU Chico at HSU, 7 p.m.

0

HSU 33, Western Montana 20

.000

tT

3

at

0

3

1

aa
ee
Stanislaus (Turlock),

0

UC Davis at HSU, 7 p.m.

Chico

a

QO

:

Snundlavie.cune

Saturday’s result

A400

000

:

i

1

9

0

HSU at Sonoma State (Rohnert Park), 7 p.m.

:

San Francisco State

6

0

6

+»

2

d

3

3

Pet.
238
833
500

Schedule/results
?

Hayward

0-3 | CollegeofNotreDame

L_
6
F
4.

Southern Oregon 3, HSU |

MW

| Davis

Chico
Stanislaus

GA

0

12

0.3

}-1

0-1

HSU

W
7.
Ss
4

0

0

64-96

Schedule

eel

O

2

Simon Fraser

aes

O

3

HSU

—

O

Overall
W

Conference Overall
Pct GB
WL
GSGA
0
O O 000
SanFranSt
Of
3
O
0 0 000
O_O | Sonoma St.
0O
0 0 000
O 0 | Hayward

PTS
2
0
0

0

0

0

Home Away | HSU

82-35

0
0

0
0

San Francisco State
Chico

2-0

Western Oregon

00

| Hayward

PF-PA

1

0

| College of NotreDame

W-L
Central Washington

Conference
LT
W
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

Away
0-0 | Sonoma State
0-0 | Stanislaus
0-0 | Davis

Home
1-0
0-0
0-0

NCAC storidlnige

Mens NCAC standings_

Columbia Football Association
Conference
W-L PF-PA
50-14
1-0
Central Washington
0-0
Western Washington 0-0
0-0
0-0
Western Oregon

cw

ae

Thordarson, San Francisco State, 19:01,

HSU
13
4

Top five HSU finishers — Nl, Leia Giambastiani,
19: 02, 14, Molly Alles, 19:23; 25, Rachel McGarva,

19:56; 42, Boriells Saylor, 20:58; 45, Julie Huy,

21:09.
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New conference a winner for HSU
In a time of transition and uncer-

tainty for college athletics, administra-

tors deserve the highest of praise for
making a decisive inlet in which direction HSU athletics should take.

The decision to join the Pacific West

Conference senta resounding message

to the California Collegiate Athletic

Association, which initially denied
HSU entrance to its “elite” society. In

choosing the road less traveled, Presi-

dent Alistair McCrone and Athletic
Director Scott Barnes told the CCAA

that HSU would not play games.
In initially denying entrance to a fel-

ated a school that would

school, HSU, will need

have most likely helped

to find a way

the CCAA become an
even more powerful conference.
The CCAA accepted
every Northern California Athletic Conference school that
hed for membership except for

HSU. The CCAA then omens re-

considered its decision and chose to
accept HSU to the conference ranks.

of

the conference.
The time has come to

adapt to the times. A single choice

stands out as the only walle option:
raising Instructionally Related i tivi-

ties (IRA) fees.

cided to join the Pacific West, —
ever, thereby showing the CCAA the

to raise IRA fees or watch your athletic

McCrone and Barnes had already

de-

respect (or lack thereof) it deserved.

CSUs in the CCAA successfully alien-

15 offerathletic scholarships. The 16th

and

competitive member

Many schools, including Sonoma
State and UC Davis, have given students an ultimatum: passa eee ndute

n,and
io
dents
presi
theut
low state instit

athletic directors from the UCs

to give

money to its student-athletes if it wants to be a

Ofthe 16 schools in the Pacific West,

program go down the tubes. Needless

to say, students overwhelmingly passed
the referendums, raising hundreds of

thousands of dollars for their athletic

programs.

HSU has extremely low IRA fees; it
wouldn’t hurt students much to

liter-

ally pay a few more dollars per semester to preserve the calanl athletic
program. Former HSU Athletic Di-

rector Scott Nelson said last year the
school is in “a non-fee raising state of
mind.”
Well, it’s time to wake up and change
the school’s state af tae
Few athletes will want to play for
teams that are consistently at the bottom of the conference standings. It

seems logical, therefore, to raise IRA
fees and head off the problem at the
pass.

editor Ko
Description of skin color
in UPD Clips inappropriate
Isn’t it funny the things we do without

even realizing? Biting our nails, twirling a
our knucklock ofhair, maybe even cracking

bulimic, but they always do end up bigger.

students as possible involved in lobbying on

California’s future depends on having a
well-educated work force. For too long, Wil-

behalf
of their own educational interests.
The CSSA constitution calls for every
CSU campus to have its own grass roots

son was making it more and more difficult
for Californians to afford college.
Now let’s go get that degree!

Salvador Tabarez of Freshwater last week,

students. The goal is now to get as many

lobby corps,
a group that could be one of the
most powerful and influential organizations
in California. The CSU

lobby corps pro-

les. But notall of the habits we fall into are as

vides the opportunity to lobby any state

harmless.

senator or assembly person from his or her

‘Take for example the way people are de-

home district, using only volunteer lobby-

scribed: “male, 5 feet, 10 inches, dreadlocks,
corduroy pants.” Sound likeanybody you've
seen? Now, who did you imagine when you
read that? A white male? Or a black male?
Latino? Why not Asian?
10 issue of

ists from CSU campuses.
After several years working to organize
and establish the CSU lobby corps, I believe
that the students of California can be the
most effective political organization that the
state has ever seen.

The Lumberjack were filled with descrip-

like to join the HSU

‘he UPD Clips in the Sept.

tions of “transients camping,” “a male ina
baseball cap,” “a man with a machete” and
so on. In the very last column, we find “a
black male.”
In 1997 on the kind and conscious HSU
campus, why do we feel the need to do that?
Do we just assume people are white until
they are proven otherwise? In a nation as
diverse as ours, why is white still the automatic default color?
‘This isn’t at all meant to be an accusation
of racism or prejudice, actually far from it.
This is just to point out that as enlightened
as we all like to believe we are, we still have

a few paradigms to shift before we arrive at
the color-blind society we all (I hope) envision.

If anyone would

lobby corps, learn to lobby for free and take

an active role in deciding the fate of his or her
own future, contact CSSA

Representative

Jessica Fiedor at extension 5415, or A.S.
president Mike Caudill at extension 5414.

‘ducation isa right, nota privilege, and it

is time for the students of California to demand easy access to an affordable education.

R.J. Guess
Political science senior

Gov. Wilson finally willing to
not raise CSU student fees

Associated Students, CSSA
help freeze student fees

Finally, California’s college and university students will see a tuition cut next year.
For the last eight years Democrats have

fighting against Gov. PeteabiWilson’s
been
:
=
tuition

— some

have been

more

than 250

sercent since Wilson took office in 1991.

Inthe final days of the legislative session, the

Kudos to Mike Caudill
and Jessica Fiedor,

cookies and graham crackers and pies and
pastries,

too,

They deserve the thanks of
all the students for playing a major rolein stopping the
latest attempt at fee increases for ¢ ‘aliformia

Democrats were able to negotiate a 5 percent
decrease in tuition (about $80 in savings).
Single parents going to college, a middleclass family with two children ina California
university or a 21 year oldygoing to school
and working will all benefit.

he forgot to address my concerns of overpopulation and building up instead of out.
I like the optimistic idea that if Arcata’s
too big,

I can simply

community.

move

to’a smaller

I’m sure that’s just what the

people in the 13 colonies did, and we can see

Clinton shows poor judgment
in not signing land mine treaty

how that turned out.
If Arcata’s population is continually expanding and contracting, why are we con-

See Letters, page 29
President Clinton’s announcement Sept.
17 that the United States will refuse to sign
the Oslo agreement on land mines, which
was endorsed by the other 100 delegates to

the conference, is a disgrace to the memory
of Princess Diana.
She worked so hard to ban the use and
manufacture of all land mines that so horribly maim children and civilians for years
after they have been laid.
The statement that he is doing so to pro-

Letter and column policy
The Lumberjack welcomes letters
onany subject. All contributions must

be received by 5 p.m. the Friday before
publication date and can be mailed,
delivered, faxed or e-mailed to:

tect the American soldier is inherently false,

The Lumberjack
Nelson Hall East 6
Humboldt State University

and reflects the thinking of the American
arms manufacturers rather than those soldiers who have to go near an unmarked
mined area.

E-mail: thejack@axe.humboldt.edu

I urge anyone who has seen pictures of

Rob Hatfield

Interdisciplinary studies junior

Sen. Art Torres
Chairman, California Democratic Party

Although I enjoyed the lively response from

children who have had limbs amputated asa
result of playing or working in fields near
their homes to write Clinton, begging him to
change his mind and sign the treaty when it
comes up again in Ottawa in December.
Mayer Segal
Bayside resident

New buildings in Arcata
permanently scar wildlife It seems that there is some misconception

that only big cities get bigger.
Big cities were once towns, too. They
expand and contract like a fast-eating

Arcata, Calif. 95521
Phone: (707) 826-3271

Fax: (707) 826-5921
Letters and columns are subjected to

these guidelines:
¢ They

must

be typed

or neatly

printed.
e Letters are limited to 300 words,

columns

are limited

to 600 words.

Longer items will not be considered.
° Items must be verified before they
are published. They need a signature,

address and phone number. Students
must include their major and year in
school.
Anonymous letters will not be pub-

lished.
for style
¢ Itemsare subject to editing
and grammar and may be condensed to
fit available space.

¢ Publication is not guaranteed,
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Safety requires avoiding
in-class conversation
It never fails.

that can’t be found in the book and
A professor is explaining some all-important concept
erupt into conversation behind me, causing a brieflapse

Suddenly, > voices
willbe on the test.
.
.

of concentration

that causes

me

.

to miss

.

the professor’s

.

point.

y missed the point as well. If
It is no consolation that the people behind me almost surel
they talk to each other in class.
they choose to fail the class, that is their prerogative, but if
that decides whether or not I pass the class.
ster does not go to students,
The way I see it, the nearly $1,000 I pay to HSU every seme
ition of college.
but to instructors. I pay to learn; that’s a pretty basic defin
If | wanted to hear what Charlie and Bob

thought about last night’s football game or
who Jill saw with Maggie at the mall, ’'d pay
them to tell me. As it stands, nobody pays
them to tell me.

In most of my classes, instructors don’t

take attendance. Therefore, ifa student feels

like socializing, he or she has that right —
outside of class. If I enter a classroom, it 1s
hear tonly what the teacher has to
my ritogh

“It is good to have computers as a
kind of fork just like we use micro©

scopes and telescopes. It is just a me-

dium to excel our mind. In this way
computers are a good thing.”

say,My

anger doesn’t involve a whisper here

reunderstan
inclined

nga

and there. If don’t understand something a

to quietly
teacher says, I might feel
ask my neighbor a question. A problem

quem

h
°
em arises when
pro
fwo or more people
A

bl

to have

decide

a full

conversation that involves
more

than

just someone

ng, 9, “Hey, Y did Y you
whisperi
P
catch who the founder of
the Knights Templar was?
®

”

arises, however, when two or more people

decide to have a full conversation that inAliou Tall
Senegal resident

e. [ cannot
These long discussions often involve a higher vocal volume than is appropriat

y while class is 1n
fathom what would make someone believe that it is OK to talk loudl

eoeoeo0os9o

uctors and fellow
progress. No matter how many glares these people receive from instr
students, the message

“Technology is a great thing. We
©

er of the
volves more than just someone whispering, “Hey, did you catch who the found
Knights Templar was?”

just goes undetected as ifthey were football players ata Woody Allen

movie.

should milk it for all it’s worth.”

, not to learn, should
Oh, and another thing. All you students who come toa class to teach

students 1s
just stay home because the amount of resentment you create among your fellow

oO

sclence
extraordinary. This phenomenon seems to occur most often in history and political

Chris Dunn
natural

resources

senior

eoo0oeo0@eao0o0dodndOo
“I’m completely againstit. Noamount

of

high technology can replace human

©

touch.”

,

classes. The professor is giving an explanation of the Battle of Manassas and a student
suddenly believes that it is his obligation to give the etymology of the word “gurney.
Nobody is doubting that some students know some facts that the teacher hasn't met
tioned. The point is that nobody cares about those facts; that’s why the teacher chose to
leave them out. If the teacher didn’t mention that Sigmund Freud had a younger brother
named Floyd Freud, it probably isn’t important.
It would appear that the issue is a profound confusion regarding the difference betwee
one at the
teacher and student. The teacher, for those of you who aren’t in the know, is the

front of the classroom who is teaching. The student is the one who is sitting down and,
supposedly, listening. Is that so difficult to understand? It’s simple role-playing.

| Those students who are underclassmen just need to understand that college is different

from high school. There are less rules because the students are supposed to be mature

5.9. Baker
founder of Clinic 215
Arcata resident

Compiled by Erin Cassidy / Chief Photographer

enough to know that the rules are implicit. For the older students who definitely are not
exempt from any of the above comments, you should know better.
‘
it
you:
at
glaring
s
student
more
or
one
notice
The next time you are talking in class and
probably isn’t a coincidence. Think about it.
Krupnick is a journalism senior and editor in chief of The Lumberjack.

OPINION

No harm intended

By Travis Dandro

(Wee

TEAT?

*<
EN

Campus editor answers critics’
charge of racism in UPD Clips

op

Before the last few weeks, it

never really dawnedonmehow
petty and superficial the arguments

But never have I heard that this
would be achieved via civil war.

hase and full of the same sentiments that he is mocking.
[ lived in Northern California

was having marches in hopes of

Speaking of war, I remember
during the Persian GulfWar, SoCal

bringing the troops home to their
families — alive.
As for the “Go Home LA” stick-

for 10 years of my life and I lived in
Southern California for 15 years.
Therefore, I believe it is safe to say
that | have witnessed much of the

ers, I think that people who don
these stickers are proud of their
Northern California heritage and

lifestyles, values and ideologies of

are opposed to the values of Southern California. I can say from observation and experience that

both regions.

Krupnick claims that all the hate

is coming from Northern Californians. I have to say that this is

completely erroneous

because

SoCal’s values are polar to the val-

|

ues

of Northern

California.

If

hateand generalized bitterness that

people come to Northern California to escape the tensions of Los

| witnessed while living in SoCal.
I lived on the border of Orange
County and Los Angeles County

gion they should be welcomed, but
if they are bringing the values, an-

have never seen the magnitude of

Angeles and its surrounding re-

ger and litterbug tendencies of that

and racism, homophobia, oppression and gang.warfare were — and
still are — all too prevalent. The
presence of smiling faces and
people who say “hi” to each other

region, then they should stay in
Los Angeles.
Also, in reference to the amount

of anti-Dodger sentiment in Northern California: To some, the Dodg-

on the street are non-existent.

ersareasymbol of Los Angeleswhile

Krupnick also made a typical
Southern California stereotype of
hippies in his article — similar to
some | heard in SoCal by linking
them to Jerry Garcia. Just because
onelikes Jerryand the Grateful Dead,
itdoesn’t
mean he or she is a hippie.

for others they are only a rival sports
team. For these reasons, the per-

ceivedanimosity directed at Dodger

North
some
etiv
ofhow
ica
fansisind
ern Californians feel about Los Angeles, while for many “hating” the

Dodgers is representative of their

Krupnick claims there is a “civil

enthusiasm for baseball.
While in SoCal, Lattended many
Giants-Dodgers match-ups at
Dodger Stadium, and I have always wondered why Dodgers fans

war” between the North and South
of California. That’s news to me! |
have heard the citizens of NorCal
seek independence from SoCal and
they wantto become their own state.

what

fine-tooth comb.
The clip in question was an incident that occurred on Sept. 4
and involved a man who was reported falling asleep on the steps
of the Jolly Giant Commons. In the clip, I identified the man as
being black.
.
Now, suddenly I am a racist. Not just among my peers in the ~
campus community, but also among some of my professors.
My question is, how does this feat of intellectual acrobatics
happen? I’m telling you, we have the mental equivalent ofthe U.S.
Women’s Gymnastics team around here. There is a great stretch
of imagination involved with even considering such a harmless
mention of a person’s skin color as racist.

Late in the games it seemed like
there were more Giants fans there,
regardless of which team was winning.

Here’s my point-by-point de-

fense of Northern California:

¢ I'll take Joe Montana over the

best the Rams ever had any day!

¢ Los Angeles leads the riot-hosting category, 2-0.
e LAPD treats everyone like a
King, as in Rodney.

@ It’s all about redwoods, man,
redwoods.

¢ Los Angeles beaches, like the
regionitself, are overpopulated and
overpolluted.
buries

Los

s’ ss of proxskiing, regardle
Angele
imity.
¢ San Francisco leads the Super

Bowl champion category, 5-0!

¢ NorCal leads the pro football
‘team category, 2-().

¢ Oakland

eee

=e

got back what was

rightfully theirs: the Raiders.

e After watching the Giants
sweep the Dodgers, I recommend
Dodger fans keep some Ben and

Jerry’s handy.
Cone is a speech communt-

In no way did |
intend to imply

that all black

Firstly I didn’t hear even one

complaint of the white men
mentioned

elsewhere

in the

UPD Clips. Shouldn’t the in-

men

fall asleep on
staircases in the
middle of the

night.

clusion of their skin color also
be deemed racist?
Instead, the focus of these

attacks on the clips was the inclusion of the word “black” in
connection with “male.”
The only reason I included

the man’s skin color is simply

because it was on the police log
and I figured a little additional

information would keep the usually stale UPD Clips from being
completely ambiguous.
In no way did intend to imply that all black men fall asleep on
time
staircases in the middle of the night. Obviously, excess free
has led others to think otherwise.
I will no longer include skin color because it is not worth the
y
hassle, and there is apparently a segment of the HSU communit
that still has racial hang-ups.
were
[ would also like to send out a message to those who
Chill
offended by the inclusion of the sleeping man’s skin color.

.
out, smoke a joint, take up knitting or do your damn homework

thing
Just please stop obsessing over your belief that every

dealing with a person’s skin color is a form of racism.
Vella is a journalism

junior and campus editor of The

Lumberjack.

cation senior.

and move toa smaller
[think 'lltake Mr. Tabarez’s advice
to have
ity. I° reshwater sounds nice and I'll be sure

‘continued from page 27
structing permanent buildings that can’tbe torn down when
everyone leaves?

the great

else to do but rake over textual content in The Lumberjack with a

°

Letters
Since

want to beat the traffic —
admirable enthusiasm.

skiing

in the media

on Sept. 10 alerted me to the fact that many people have nothing

will leave a game early even when
the game is close. Many say they

¢ Tahoe’s

racism

= —

A small, meaningless incident that appeared in the UPD Clips

Northern California ahead in values
and SF Giants are in first ace
[found Matt Krupnick’s column
in the Sept. 17 issue, and the ma-

on

Vad

could get.

rants
® 97

jority of the claims he made, off-
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people

of Northern

California

hate

southerners, why don’t you prove how superior you are and
hot make the same mistakes?

City planning without foresight equals Los Angeles
County, Orange County, San Diego County, Fresno, San
Jose, Sacramento, etc.

)

Agricultural sprawl equals suburban sprawl equals urban

sprawl with a rotted core.
, Enjoy cute little Arcata while you can.

Keep building

seautiful houses in the woods, schools and retirement complexes down below.

commun
all my friends join me.
Susan Cooney
Wildlife senior

rn
Idea of civil war between Northe

’
and Southern California ‘ludicrous

odd about this Northern/
Is it me, or is ther e something
be proac-

Tam not really one to
Southern California thing: ?
idea is ludicrous.
tive, but I must say the who le
the last thing ’'m thinking
When I am walking around
as ifthe people from Southabout is who came from where,

I am
ern California are planting the seeds of deception.
more environmenof the staiste
part rn
aware that the northe

st that
tally in tune with the earth, but that is not to sugge

Southern Californians are its destroyers.
should
The world is growing all over the place, and there
the state.
be no scorn when natives migrate throughout

her.
People need to go to a higher level of progress toget
hern
In the absence of listing all the pros and cons of Nort

st there 1s
and Southern Californians, I would like to sugge
n the tria whole world going on outside the world withi

and
angle. People are builders, exploiters, humanitarians
environmentalists by nature, not by origin.
Bill Marlow
History senior
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Canon 28-55mm, f/3.5 lens;

Help Wanted

Automobile

7855,

Grounds,

VERY CLEAN, $450 month,
Ibd. Ibath, mother-in-law unit

for rent. 1130-B Killdeer Rd.
Between Halfway & McKin.

Aves. By appointment
37 88.

PO

Box

5200,

Arcata, CA 95518.

and nutrition. Expanding

in

greaier Arcata/Eurekaarea.

xcellent income

441-

potential.

Seeking
motivated selfceaientch Call (800)220-

5641, Ext. 3, for details.

WEBMASTER:
USED MOUNTAIN BIKES at
fair prices from $140 and up.
Call Richard 444-8783.
MUST SELL PowerBook 5300

with PowerPC 603e, IOOMHz

Processor, 24 MBRAM, 500
MB hard drive. All original
manuals and disks come with

7.5.3, $1400

OBO

growth potential. Must be
able to work well with live
people, have a sense of humor (warped, OK) and enjoy

working
ina feminist oriented
workplace.
Please e-mail qualifications
to goodrel8@humboldtl.com

puppies. Pure breed, have
Cost

$200-400.

Need homes by 10/1. Leave
message 441-1676, ask for

Delta Kappa, a National
Leadership Honor Society,
offers the New York Times
at HSU. All faculty, staff and

Dog at Clam Beach on 9/16.
Small Yellow Lab cross an-

3989 or 441-0500 ext. 406,

$2 for 25 words: STUDENT RATE

ask for Stacey.

TOYOTA

p>

259 for details.

lumberjack.humboldt.edu

SEIZED CARS from $175.
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMWs,

Corvettes.

Also

Jeeps, 4WDS. Your area. Toll
free 1-800-218-9000

Ext. A-8201 for listings.

Loaner
HONDA

ee

Bikes

£0

Available

BARD

NON SEQUITUR

E0CICECONOMIC

%

oS

DIFFERENCES...

gs
ES

REDWOOD

Read Classifieds online at

campus mail attention Lockey

nttp://www.wileytoons.com

SS

Pam Yagotin at

to NYT-ODK, and send it via

822-3770
3 AST SUB

| & Call ad manager

a check for $28.12 made out

Electrical Repairs
|
Cooling Systems
Clutches * Engine Overhauls
|
Preventive Maintenance & Tune-ups |

Arcata

PLUS, ext. 51

| Lumberjack

you wish to subscribe, write

(Free Inspection & Estimate)

Street,

Tai ale

24-28). i

e Brakes

[—

Advertise

208

$5 for 25 words

RE?

swers to Daisy. Call 442-

513

and Kayak Center 444-3048

R-8201 for listings.

Koy

AUTOMOTIVE

information, call: (888) 51 A-

scribe. Issues will be available on campus each morning Monday through Friday
about 7:30 a.m. from September 2 through December
17 (except for Thanksgivin
week: November

boat back alon
the dunes.
October 5.Hum-Boats Sailin

Toll free 1-800-218-9000 Ext.

Lumberjack Classifieds:

BRAZBA<S>

NEW YORK TIMES: Omicron

$1000’s possible READING
BOOKS. Part time. At home.

¢
¢
¢
¢

vated individuals are available now. Fast, easy and no
financial obligation. For more

?

Slough. Bike the Bottoms then

FUND-RAISERS

for Greeks, Clubs and moti-

democrat@axe.humboldt.edu

(513)631-5001,
e-mail: dez@eos.net

FREE CAT, friendly male cat
needs home. | year old, neutered with shots. Grey tabbyGreat lap cat. Call 825-8950

ULTIMATE

Professional couple seeks
vacation rental Nernts for

Thanksgiving through January with a minimum of 2 bedrooms, light and airy. Ocean
view or secluded a plus.

Buck or Lisa.

to the next meeting or e-mail

gu@khity

AUTOMOTIYVE'S
eas

;

friendly

$12

Boaeoge

papers.

freeand you'll support youth
programs.

White at Associated Students. Please include your
phone number. If you have
any questions, or would like
more information, please
contact Lockey White, A.S.
Vice President of Student
Affairs at 826-5414.

Housing Wanted

Adorable and strong rott.

weekly at 4 p.m. Thursday in

students are invited to sub-

Independent

Contractor, commissioned
sales position with unlimited

445-2105.

Arcata, buy a mochi, get one

DEMOCRATS The Democrats of HSU meet

Waidington Post Writers trarp E-mail: wileyowlleytoons.com

System

BUY ONE MOCHI, GET ONE
FREE! Bring this ad to
Tiffany’s, 668 8th Street,

Opportunities

NHE 120. Interested? Come

Person(s) interested in health

Boat & Bike the Mad River

9000 Ext. H-8201 for listings.

gregarious personalities re-

quired. Experience a plus.
Mail resumes to: Sacred

area. Toll free 1-800-218-

quent Tax, Repos, REOs. Your

839-0477

ditional cotfee house opening in Arcata.Responsible and

aglic

@&

$1700. Call Jeff at 825-

Part-time baristas and
counter help needed for tra-

GOV’T FORECLOSED homes
from pennies on $1. Delin-

NVSSIN

1988 Toyota pickup. Runs
great. Has shell and good
tires. Maroon 2WD. Asking

2x-4 tele-extender in It. blue
lens case. Lost Sat.9/20 near
Arcata Plaza. REWARD! Call

O17 Wiley Miller/ dist by

30

a,

sat

r name and add
jumberjack
'
Ll East 6
CA

95521

53S
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year
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TECHNOLOGY WORKSHOP:
“Pagemaker: Programs &
Multiple Page Documents” at

SUNDAY

2 p.m. in FH 202. 826-4953.

See

26

ie

£ Ze

FRIDAY

Coes

No event

MONDAY

house from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

eS

826-3551.

CENTER: Offersa class on
“Wow to be a Published
Writer” through Oct. 22 at 7

WORKSHOP: Substance
Abuse series “Can | Help

$60 non-members, $48
members. 1-800-950-5092.

register. 445-6250.

BLUES BY THE BAY: All day
outdoor blues festival with
two stages from 10:30 a.m.
to 7 p.m. at North Waterfront

You?” at 2 p.m. at 720 Wood

Dr. in Eureka. Featuring

St., Eureka. $5. Must

p.m. at 411 12th St., Eureka.

music by Roomful of Blues,

Joe Louis Walker, Curtis

LECTURE: Cristina Pinzon
speaks on the “Synthesis of
a Potential Antiviral Agent” at

WEB PAGE WORKSHOP:

Learn how. to create your
own web page. Held six

4 p.m. in Science A 564.

consecutive Wednesdays

through Oct. 22 from 1 p.m.

Salgado Band and others.

CCAT:

25

27
SATURDAY

CAREER WORKSHOP: “How to
Find a Job in Humboldt

County” at noon in NHW 232.

Network hosts the 7th annual
hemp fest party from 11 a.m.
to 6 p.m. in Redwood Park.
Featuring bands: Roots
Massive, Upful Livin,
Something Different; food
booths, speakers and
vending. 445-8981.

LIVE MUSIC: Rathskeller
presents the Acme Music

HANDS-ON INTERNET
TRAINING: Drop in training
from noon to 1 p.m. in SH

Company at 9:30 p.m. 4426441,

ne

FILM: HSU Greens present
“Manufacturing Consent:

Noam Chomsky and the
Media” at 7 p.m. in FH 118.

$2 donation requested.

ART AUCTION: The Humboldt
Arts Council features 52
Humboldt Co. premier artists
at 6 p.m. at the Eureka Inn.
442-0278.

825-8210.

MATTOLE COUNCIL BBQ:
Annual membership meeting,
raffle and BBQ at 5 p.m. at
the Whitehorn Grange in
Whitehorn. Reservations
required. 629-3514.

30
TUESDAY
—y—

LEARNING CENTER WORKSHOP: “Sit Down and Take
- Note.” Learn to take better
notes at 3 p.m. in House 71.
826-5188.

REDWOOD DISCOVERY
MUSEUM: Open Tuesdays
through Saturdays at 10 a.m.
and Sundays at 11 a.m. at
the Bayshore Mall. Plan-

etarium shows at 3:30 p.m.
daily. Hands-On exhibits in

Theater
N

Thursday
BRACCO’S

327 and St

Friday

Saturday

Errol Previde

Buddy Brown

Oldies Night

aa

Reggae Cowboys w/Roots

ds ae

Massive

Eureka, 443-HEFE
INBOLDT BREWERY
56 10th St,

Arcata, 826-2739

Buddha Stick

Power 96 Retro Party

Thursdays at 5 p.m. in NH

G.L.B.S.A.: Meets Thursdays at
7 p.m. in the Multi-cultural
center. 826-0611.

GREEN

PARTY: Meets

Tuesdays at 5 p.m. in NHE

120. 825-0503.
HUMBOLDT AQUATIC CLUB:

Meets Wednesday Oct. 1 at

7 p.m. in SH 110. 826-4318.
HUMBOLDT

BREWERS

UNITED: Meets Thursdays at 5
p.m. in NHE 113.

HUMBOLDT GEOGRAPHIC
SOCIETY: Meets Wednesdays at 10 a.m. in FH 106.

825-8226.

HUMBOLDT

LIBERTARIAN

CLUB: Meets Thursdays at 5
p.m. in NH 119. 822-2617.

HUMBOLDT RUGBY TEAM:
Looking for new players.

Practice at 6 p.m. at Manila
Community Field in Manila.

HUMBOLDT SURFRIDER
CLUB:

Club Western
SYLVIA: Presented by the
Ferndale Repertory Theatre.

Blues on a Bay
Club Castro

Jordhuga
ordhug

Afterhours

Party

Opens Sept. 25 and runs
through Oct. 18. 786-5483.

Hive Gragnend't
Trio
ike Craghead
.

Junk

ane

Upful Livin w/The Rockaholics

McKinleyville, 839-7380

SUNNYSIDE PUB
Sunny Brae Center.

BE SAFE CLUB: Meets

Meets today at 6 p.m.

in SH 120. 825-0167.

CLUB WEST

1300 cave

AMERICAN INDIAN ALLIANCE: Meets Wednesdays
at 5:30 p.m. in the Multicultural center. 826-5187.

677-4136.

Eureka, 443-9717

SIX RIV

| Clubs /

120. 822-1490.

443-9694.

prices.
* call venue for age information and ticket

ZL

“Creating Web Home Pages”
at 2 p.m. on Mondays &
Fridays at HSU. 441-0279.

science, art and technology.

{ Weekend Diversions /

;

HUMBOLDT COMMUNITY
NETWORK WORKSHOP:

HEMP FEST WEST: Clinic 215
& Humboldt Cannabis Action

The Works and The Metro in

Arcata.

house.

826-3551.

State Park at 8 p.m. $22
advance, $24 at gate.
Tickets may be purchased at

preregister. 826-3626.

Pedal Power Workshop

at noon at the CCAT

performs at Benbow Lake

EXTENDED EDUCATION:
Offers classes this week on
“Windows 95,” “Satellites in
the Classroom,” “Boost Your
Memory” and “Plan for
Success.” 826-3731.

$25 in advance.

LIVE MUSIC: Steel Pulse

to 3 p.m. in Science Complex A, Rm. 364A. Must

“NORTHCOAST REVIEW”
Works by Nita Groth, Nina
Groth, David Groth and
Bruno Groth” through Oct. 8
in Reese Bullen Gallery. 8265802.

HUMBOLDT PREVENTION

REDWOOD COAST WRITER'S

s scheduled

29

Ea

CCAT: Garden Day at CCAT

WEDNESDAY

31

Sunny Brae, 822-5493

Anne Weiss

MelloDees

LAUGHING WILD: Plays

Fridays and Saturdays
through Oct. 11 at 8 p.m. in
the Manila Dunes Community
Center, Peninsula Ave.

Matinee at 2 p.m. Oct. 5. $8
general, $6 students and

seniors. 442-1533.

PROGRESSIVE ALLIANCE:

Meets Wednesdays from 4
p.m. to 6 p.m. in the Green

and Gold Room in Founders
Hall. 825-0503.
SEAC: Meets Thursdays at 7
p.m. in SH 109. 822-2292.
Send event listings to Denise clo
The Lumberjack. Deadline for
submissions is the Friday before
desired publication. Publication

cannot be guaranteed.
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Mexican

Traditional

food

CARNE ASADA
WINE MARGARITAS
CHILE COLORADO
MEXICAN BEERS
CHILE VERDE
HOMEMADE TORTILLAS

ye

Orders To Go!
822-5820

e BACK STUDENTS:
co Naser On BROWN

Open Monday - Sunday

DOWTARA NEVADETER
ALE

llam-9pm

850 Crescent Way ° Arcata

Oo

cK BUTTE

FIESTA

Take Sunnybrae Exit

eee

|Check out our on-line specials at
www.humboldtdining.com/fiesta

Dos EQUIS AN

COFFEEHOUSE
e CAPPUCINO
e PASTRIES
e FIREPLACE
e JUICE BAR

OPEN EVERY DAY |
INCLUDING HOLIDAYS
Sun - Thurs: noon fo 11 pm.
Fri & Saf: noon fo 1 am

IND

TUB

&

e GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE «

CORNER 5th & J, ARCATA ¢ CALL 822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS

